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IR GROUNDSWELL GATHERS PACE

It’s getting harder for companies to resist the benefits of
integrated reporting (IR). As the call from investors for
greater transparency in corporate reporting gets louder,
companies are beginning to see the value likely to
accrue to their bottom line of measuring what in the past
they have considered to be immeasurable. A number of
the articles in this edition reflect this unstoppable trend.
In her regular column, economist Ramona Dzinkowski
says that it’s futile to resist when it comes to IR (page 20). And for those
companies that still don’t have it on their radar, including many in the US, the
pull is becoming ever greater. Recent amendments to the fourth and seventh
EU accounting directives, due to be given the nod just after this edition of
Accounting and Business went to press, are giving a helpful nudge (although IR
is a still a step ahead of even these proposals). A compromise between the
European Parliament and the EU in February over new non-financial reporting
rules will insist that many of the largest companies disclose their impact and
policies on the environment, social and employee-related matters, human rights,
anti-corruption and bribery (see page 52).
This financial ‘zeitgeist’ caught the mood in Dubai, where ACCA’s Council
met for its annual meeting in March (see report, page 62). In a related event,
a roundtable on corporate reporting found a region ready to adopt IR and the
benefits to value creation it brings. Read all about the debate on page 38.
On a very different note, football fans will be turning their attention to Brazil
for next month’s World Cup (more on that in our June edition). But this month,
we focus on a different Latin American country – Mexico. Like Brazil when
it was first hailed as a developing economy to watch out for – as one of the
BRIC nations – Mexico is touted to turn round its fortunes, as a MINT (Mexico,
Indonesia, Nigeria, Turkey) country to watch out for. Find out more on page 16.
Lesley Bolton, international editor, lesley.bolton@accaglobal.com
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NEWS | PICTURES

▼ ON THE BALL

China’s Tongchuang Toys is
producing one million mascots
for the 2014 FIFA World Cup
mascot – representing 80% of
the company’s sales volume

▼ BEST FOOT FORWARD

Labelux, the Swiss-based owner of iconic shoe
brand Jimmy Choo, is considering a £1bn
London stock market flotation

► MOBILE MOVE

M-Pesa, Vodafone’s mobile
banking system which
originated in Kenya, is
launching in Romania, the
first European country to
use the service

▲ FIRM ROOTS

Istanbul Tulip Festival took place last month.
Turkey’s recent municipal elections saw the
ruling AKP party take 45% of the votes
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▼ DECISION TIME

Julius Malema’s Economic Freedom Fighters
(EFF) party launches its manifesto in Tembisa
township, east of Johannesburg. South Africa
goes to the polls on 7 May

▲ UNDER SCRUTINY

Caterpillar, the world’s largest maker of construction and mining equipment,
found itself under fire from US Senate investigators over its tax arrangements

▲ WEATHER ALERT

A report by the United
Nations Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change
warns that ski resorts will
be at risk in the future

▲ CONCENTRATED EFFORT

Staff at UK satellite communications company
Inmarsat contribute to the search for Malaysia
Airlines flight MH370

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS
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News round-up
This month’s stories include ratings downgrades for Russian blue chips, major changes to
the EU audit regime, an international SME trade credit study, and a social media warning
SANCTIONS HIT RUSSIA

Ratings agency Fitch has
downgraded some of Russia’s
largest businesses and five
regional governments as
US and European Union
sanctions bite harder in
response to the annexation
of the Crimean region
of Ukraine. Nine Russian
state-owned companies,
including Gazprom, were
downgraded by Fitch, as
were 15 Russian banks and
the regional governments of
Moscow and St Petersburg.
All are now rated negative.
According to a new World
Bank economic report, Russia
was already ‘navigating an
economic downturn with real
GDP growth slowing to an
estimated 1.3% in 2013 from
3.4% in 2012’.

EU REFORMS AUDIT

Reform of the audit
market in the EU has been
confirmed in a vote in the
European Parliament. The
new rules will be in place
from 2016 across the
EU, although the UK will
introduce them before the
end of this year. Listed
companies will have to
put audit contracts out to
tender at least once every
10 years and will be unable
to renew contracts with the
same auditor for longer than
20 years. Auditors will be
prevented from undertaking
some non-audit activities for
clients, while lenders will no
longer be allowed to insist
on borrowers using a Big
Four firm as auditor.

IIRC-GISR DEAL STRUCK

The International Integrated
Reporting Council has
signed a memorandum

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

SA APPROVES IIRC FRAMEWORK
The International Integrated Reporting Framework has
been endorsed by the Integrated Reporting Committee
of South Africa. The country’s IRC is regarded by the
International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) as a
pioneer in the promotion of integrated reporting (IR).
Companies listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange
have used IR for the past three years, following King
Code of Governance principles. KPMG in South Africa
has urged businesses and the public sector in the
country to use IR to drive corruption out of the system.

of understanding with
the Global Initiative for
Sustainability Ratings
(GISR), agreeing to
collaborate in the promotion
and alignment of corporate
reporting and ratings
frameworks. GISR aims to
increase the transparency
and effectiveness of
sustainability ratings and
is seeking to integrate
financial and sustainability
information in a holistic way.

TRADE CREDIT STUDY

Providers of capital to
SMEs rely not only on
financial reports but also on
‘soft’ information such as
relationships, trust, word of
mouth and customer track
records, according to an
ACCA report, SMEs, Financial
Reporting and Trade Credit.
The report examines how
businesses in Finland, the
UK, the US and South Africa
make decisions on trade
credit. ACCA special adviser
Professor Robin Jarvis said
the research made clear that
early-life SMEs are reliant
on trade credit, but there
is a finance gap when they
attempt to scale up. The
report is available at www.
accaglobal.com/ab77

IASB TOLD TO REFORM

The International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS)
Foundation has had its
funding for the International
Accounting Standards Board
(IASB) from the European
Union renewed but been told
by the European Parliament
to reform the IASB’s
governance structures.
The IFRS Foundation,
the European Financial
Reporting Advisory Group
(EFRAG) and the Public
Interest Oversight Board
have together been awarded
€60m until the end of the
decade to help develop
international financial
reporting and auditing
standards. Sharon Bowles
MEP, chair of the European
Parliament’s economic
affairs committee, said the
funding is conditional on all
three bodies adopting more
transparent and accountable
governance structures and
becoming less tied to the
accountancy profession.
See also Technical Update,
page 55.

SOCIAL MEDIA PRIORITY
Mitigation of social media
risks is the main priority
for internal auditors in the

US, according to the 2014
Internal Audit Capabilities
and Needs Survey report
from consulting firm
Protiviti. Other internal audit
priorities are to improve
the use of technology
in their operations and
to work with partners to
address organisational
risks. The primary social
media concerns raised
by internal auditors are
financial loss, interruption
of business continuity, loss
of intellectual property, loss
of employee property and
the introduction of viruses
and malware.

GOODWILL DISQUIET

The International Financial
Reporting Standards
model of mandatory
annual impairment testing
of goodwill should be
reconsidered, according to
a survey of leading global
investment stakeholders
conducted by KPMG.
Interviewees said goodwill
impairment testing
should confirm values,
not predict them, and
expressed concern at the
level of subjectivity involved
in assessing goodwill
valuations. Mark Vaessen,

ALL EYES ON ASIA

Asia continues to be a beacon
of growth for local companies
and Western multinationals,
with 83% of those operating in
the region expecting to meet
or exceed their financial and
strategic objectives in the
next three years, according to
Connecting Countries, a new panAsia Telstra Global report.

83%

According to the report, 50% of
companies see expanding into new
markets as extremely important in
the next three years, with China the
primary growth market for 50%.
Companies are also focused on
expansion into Singapore (38%), Hong
Kong (33%) and India (32%).
The report is available at http://
tinyurl.com/GrowthAsia

3 YEARS

TRENDS

ROUND-UP | NEWS

83% of companies operating in
Asia expect to meet or exceed their
financial and strategic objectives
over the next three years.

LOADING 15%

ICT is heavily represented among
Asia’s ‘business champions’ (top 5%
of companies), with 15% of the total
(financial services account for 12%).

$
68% of US companies have been
successful in achieving their financial and
strategic objectives in Asia in the past
three years.

KPMG’s global IFRS leader,
said: ‘Our interviewees
showed considerable
support for a return to the
amortisation of goodwill,
where the value of the asset
is reduced to reflect their
reduced worth over time.’

GTI CEO REAPPOINTED

Ed Nusbaum has been
reappointed as CEO of Grant
Thornton International for
a second term, to last until
the end of 2017. He was
initially appointed in January
2012. Under Nusbaum,
Grant Thornton has been

32% of Asia business champions are
US companies. 41% of US companies
think it extremely important to screen
candidates for overseas postings.

the fastest-growing of the
seven biggest global firms.
‘I am honoured and look
forward to working alongside
our 38,000 people in 120
countries in our continued
mission to provide quality
services, thought leadership
in the profession, and help
our clients and people
unlock their potential for
growth,’ said Nusbaum.

UAE JOBS HOTSPOT

Professional vacancies
in the UAE rose by 12%
in January alone, as the
skills crisis in the Emirates

intensified. However, while
the number of vacancies
rose, so too did the number
of professionals willing to
work in the UAE, with a 12%
rise in professionals seeking
work in the UAE in the past
year. Finance professionals
are among those in greatest
demand. More professional
staff are needed to
service the expansion of
the chemicals and power
industry in the region and
to manage energy extraction
projects in North Africa.
There is a focus on moving
away from dependence on

9

local crude oil extraction,
with expansion into the
renewable energy sector.

BIG DATA A STRUGGLE

The vast majority of CFOs
see the value in using
big data, but few believe
their organisations can do
so effectively, according
to a report from IBM.
Some 82% of CFOs want
to integrate data across
their enterprises, but less
than a quarter think this
can be achieved in their
organisations. The study,
Pushing the Frontiers, was
based on interviews with
576 CFOs globally. It
concluded that those CFOs
can become 70% more
effective when they properly
extract data from across
their businesses.

‘WHITE 10%’ CHALLENGE
A policy adopted by the
South African government
to restrict the volume of
insolvency work going to
white male practitioners
has been challenged. The
South African Restructuring
and Insolvency Practitioners
Association has taken
legal action against the
policy to limit to 10% the
number of cases given to
white male practitioners.
The association claims
that the policy is unlawful
and unconstitutional. It
argues there are insufficient
numbers of black
practitioners and women to
undertake 90% of the work.

PKF WINS LAWLER

PKF has expanded its
Australian operations with
the recruitment of leading
mid-tier firm Lawler to its
network. Five Lawler firms
operating in eight locations
will join with four existing
PKF firms in the Australian
network. The global PKF
network includes 300
member firms across 400
locations in 125 countries. »
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TRENDS

PwC BUYS MPC

PwC has acquired
compliance advisory
firm Minnesota Privacy
Consultants, which
supports clients’ use and
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US engine and machinery
manufacturer Caterpillar
used a Swiss subsidiary
to avoid paying $2.4bn in
taxes to US authorities over
a 13-year period, according
to a US Senate investigative
report. The Senate
committee claims that PwC
was paid $55m to help
transfer $8bn of profits from
the US to Switzerland in the
period 1999 to 2012. The
transfers had no economic
purpose other than tax
avoidance, said Carl Levin,
chairman of the Senate
Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations. The
executives were due to testify
before the committee as AB
went to press. Caterpillar
claims its tax strategies
were legal and in the best
interests of shareholders.
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CATERPILLAR TAX CLAIM
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An academic report from
RMIT University School of
Economics, Finance and
Marketing, commissioned
by ACCA, provides extensive
evidence that the corporate
income tax system is
not ‘broken’. The report,
Multinational corporations,
stateless income and tax
havens, asserts that there is
no evidence to support the
belief that that UK or the US
corporate income tax base
is being worn away. However,
it adds that advanced
economies face a fiscal
challenge that creates the
environment for a ‘tax grab’.
More at www.accaglobal.
com/ab78

n

GLOBAL TAX CRITIQUE

os

PKF says its strategy is
to become one of the 10
largest global networks; it is
currently 12th largest.
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TRANSATLANTIC SWITCH FOR WORLD’S FINANCIAL CAPITAL

New York has edged ahead of London to become the world’s major financial centre,
according to the latest Z/Yen Global Financial Centres Index. London has suffered
from regulatory failure – perceived ‘insider’ markets in LIBOR and FX, rate swap
scandals and so on. The gap between the big four (New York, London, Hong Kong,
Singapore) and the other top 10 centres is being whittled away.

management of data. ‘At a
time when well-publicised
cybersecurity threats and
data privacy breaches have
underscored the critical
nature of these issues
to both businesses and
consumers, the addition of
MPC will further strengthen
and expand PwC’s data
protection and privacy
resources,’ said Dean
Simone, leader of PwC’s
US risk assurance practice.
Details of the deal are not
being disclosed.

EY ACQUIRES BPM

EY has taken over
US business process
management technology
service provider BPM
Specialists. BPM builds
enterprise systems based on
Pega software applications.
Its clients include many
Fortune 500 companies.
EY said the deal reflected
the firm’s strategy to grow

its integrated business
and technology service
offerings to financial
services organisations. ‘The
arrival of the BPMS team
allows us to offer end-toend services for our clients’
business transformation
programmes,’ said Michael
Inserra, managing partner
of EY’s financial services
practice in the US.

LATIN AMERICAN AID

The EU has agreed
to provide €2.5bn to
finance a governance
improvement and social
cohesion programme in
Latin America. Elements
of the programme will
assist with improving
tax collection and better
control of public spending.
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama,

Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay
and Venezuela can all
take advantage of the
programme. See Focus on
Mexico, page 16.

PwC SUED OVER MFG

PwC is being sued for $1bn
over its audits of bankrupt
brokerage firm MF Global.
The lawsuit alleges that
accounting malpractice led
to the collapse of MF Global,
which bought $6.3bn of
European sovereign bonds
just before they lost value.
The lawsuit claims that
PwC provided ‘erroneous
accounting advice’, advising
MF to buy the bonds through
a repurchase-to-maturity
financing arrangement,
leading to the broker’s
losses and bankruptcy. PwC
did not respond to a request
for comment. ■
Compiled by Paul Gosling,
journalist
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THE PERFECT JOB

The 600km six-hour commute is perhaps a touch too long but Juraj Drahovský FCCA
can imagine few better roles than his own as CFO of Croatian startup RWE Energija

J

Undaunted
Despite the tremendous breadth of his role, he appears
utterly undaunted by it, explaining that he is happy doing
something ‘that really grabs me’. And that is why his current
position is the perfect job for him now, he says. ‘We are

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

JUNE 2013

Appointed CFO at RWE Energija,
Zagreb.

2008-2013

CV

uraj Drahovský FCCA is only 36 yet he already has his
ideal job. ‘What I’m doing now really is a dream job
for me,’ he says. Originally from Košice in Slovakia, he
is helping energy group RWE become a leading player
in the Croatian market and is relishing the challenge.
Last June, he took up the position of CFO at newly formed
company RWE Energija, the retail arm of RWE’s operations in
Croatia. And he is finding his experience with RWE in Slovakia
– where he worked for the company’s Slovak electricity
supplier Východoslovenská energetika (VSE) – invaluable.
Drahovský played a key role in the success of RWE’s
entry into the Slovak gas market, where it now has a 25%
market share across all energy segments. For five years from
VSE’s launch in 2003, he worked in the finance department
as a manager; then, from 2008 for five more years, as
customer services chief.
His role at RWE Energija builds on both his roles at VSE.
‘RWE Energija is currently a small company, so the role of
the CFO is very diverse,’ he explains. ‘Here I am as much
head of customer services as head of finance. My main
objectives are to ensure that we have sufficient finance for
our growth, that we spend only on value-added activities,
and that our customer processes are running smoothly and
to the customers’ satisfaction. And since we are a startup,
many of my tasks are operational, like following our cash
position, approving payments and checking our collection
process, as well as ensuring that we run a successful sales
team and build a profitable customer portfolio.’
He also implements local administrative procedures
related to energy, he says. And he runs the IT.
Seven staff, mostly in customer services roles, report to
him direct; indirectly, he manages a further 20, including
two finance professionals responsible for controlling,
reporting and risk management.
Drahovský adds that RWE Energija benefits from ‘strong
group support for the accounting, tax and other similar
operations. RWE Group has well-built and fully centralised
finance functions, enabling us to get better and faster
access to financing than would be possible locally.’

Head of customer services at electricity
supply and distribution company
Východoslovenská energetika (VSE), Košice.

2003-2008

Various managerial positions, covering
accounting, controlling and tax,
implementing use of the euro, unbundling
the electricity supply and distribution
business, and helping set up gas retail
company RWE Gas Slovensko, VSE, Košice.

2000-2003

Auditor at Deloitte Slovakia, Bratislava.

1999-2001

Master’s degree in management from
Comenius University, Bratislava.

stepping into a market; we are developing the company and
its operations; we know what we want to achieve; and I’m
using all of the things that I’ve learnt in the past.’
He adds: ‘This is a great time to start a business in
Croatia.’ As far as he is concerned, the country’s high
unemployment rate – 18.6% at the end of 2013 – is a major
benefit for startups. All 20 of the staff at the RWE Energija
call centre in Zagreb were unemployed before being taken on
in June 2013. ‘It’s currently an employer’s market,’ he says.
‘Many of the people who are unemployed at the moment in
Croatia are high-quality, educated people.’
He says that his colleagues mostly talk in English with
each other and Croatian with customers and business
partners. Drahovský himself is learning Croatian ‘which is
for me quite easy as Slovak is similar’, although he wishes
he were making better progress.
He says all 25 staff at RWE Energija’s main office, which
is about 10km outside the centre of Zagreb, are from
Croatia, with the exception of him and another director.

»

INTERVIEW | FOCUS
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▌▌▌‘ACCA IS A PRACTICAL QUALIFICATION. IT
HAS TAUGHT ME HOW TO MAKE THE EVERYDAY
FINANCE DECISIONS QUICKLY AND EFFECTIVELY’

‘Energy retail is in most aspects a
local activity, so even though we are
part of the large RWE Group, a lot
of local knowledge is necessary and
must be developed to run our business
successfully,’ he explains.
He sees Croatia’s accession to the
European Union – it became the 28th member state in July
2013 – as advantageous, especially as it has accelerated
changes in national legislation for energy and finance. ‘The
fact that the same principles of legislation as the rest of the
EU are being adapted in Croatia gives us the confidence and
security that things will be done in a certain way,’ he says.
Another anticipated benefit is ‘how Croatian economic
environment and Croatian businesses are viewed by foreign
partners. I experienced a similar situation when Slovakia
entered the EU in 2004. Slovak entities became more
trusted and this helped them develop their business with
partners abroad.’
Drahovský is clearly confident that RWE can replicate in
Croatia its success in Slovakia, with the country’s energy
market set to open up significantly over the next few years.
‘The Croatian market for electricity and gas is moving from
a monopolistic market with one state-owned company
[Hrvatska elektroprivreda] to a more open market. It’s a

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

far from fully functioning liberalised market, but some
Croatian legislation enables competition, and more is being
developed, and that’s why we have entered.’
He says the aspiration is to become the best energy
company and the number one choice in Croatia, and RWE
Energija’s goal is to reach 10% market share within the next
three years across all segments. ‘Currently, we are on track
to achieve this,’ he says, pointing out that 75% of Croatian
consumers who have switched electricity supplier since June
2013 have chosen RWE.

A good mix
‘Currently, we are selling electricity, but we believe that
as the market and the legislation develops there will be
more opportunities to sell gas and so on. We believe that
we have a good mix of what we can offer to customers. We
offer services which are more advanced than customers
here are used to getting, such as better call centres, better

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

It has more than 16 million electricity
customers and nearly eight million gas
customers.
It has around 70,000 staff.
Revenues in the 2012 financial year
were E53bn.
In terms of EU sales, RWE is third in
electricity and fifth in gas. In Germany,
the Netherlands and the UK, it is
among the largest suppliers of both
fuels. In the Czech Republic, it is the
gas market leader, and has leading
positions in other countries.
RWE Energija is the energy retail arm of
RWE’s Croatia subsidiary RWE Hrvatska.
RWE Energija was established in June
2013 when RWE Group entered the
Croatian energy retail market.

communications, and being much more customer-focused.
Also, RWE is a really big name in Europe and this implies
stability and quality.’
Drahovský entered finance as a student in the 1990s,
after the fall of communism and when Czechoslovakia split
into Slovakia and the Czech Republic: ‘Western, especially
American, culture was like a total role model. So I studied
management under a programme sponsored by an American
university to help develop central and eastern European
countries. This helped me develop a lot of new skills.’
As a student, he also worked as a part-time auditor
at Deloitte Slovakia in the Slovak capital Bratislava, and
realised the extent of the opportunities available in finance:
‘At university I was more inclined towards personnel
management, but afterwards I found that the best options
in Slovakia were in finance.’ After completing his studies, he
continued as a full-time auditor with Deloitte in Bratislava for
three years, focusing mainly on utilities, before joining VSE.
He says his ACCA Qualification, achieved in 2007, has
helped him throughout his career. ‘ACCA is a really practical
qualification. It has taught me how to make the everyday
finance decisions quickly and effectively, so I could focus on
other aspects of my job.’
It proved especially useful when he took up his first
finance position at VSE. ‘At that time, I was 25, and
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‘My main advice is to be a
generalist rather than a specialist.
The size of the Croatian market
and the level of development of
the economy and financial markets
mean there are limited opportunities
for highly specialised professionals.
So it’s important to ensure that
you can combine accounting with
something else.’

Founded in 1898 and based in Essen,
Germany, RWE Group is one of Europe’s
largest electricity and gas companies.

TIPS

BASICS

INTERVIEW | FOCUS

*

*

‘Croatia’s accounting standards and
practices are similar to those in
the rest of Europe. Croatia adopted
International Financial Reporting
Standards in 1992, and these are
mandatory for listed companies
and companies classified as large
enterprises. Such businesses are
now required to use IFRS as adopted
by the EU.’
‘People in Croatia are very enthusiastic
and work very hard, but the question
“why?” is asked a lot more here. I
must be very focused on ensuring
people deliver.’

suddenly I was responsible for a team of 40 people,’ he
recalls. ‘I will never forget when I first met the team, as
there was one guy and 39 ladies, all 45 years or older –
my mother’s age! But with my ACCA Qualification and the
good experience I had at Deloitte, I didn’t have to worry
very much about the technicals, so I could pay attention to
managing, leading and organising my team.’

Gruelling commute
Since taking on his RWE Energija role, he has been travelling
from his home in Košice to Zagreb each Sunday evening and
then back each Friday afternoon – 620 kilometres and six
hours each way. He and his wife plan to move to the Croatian
capital permanently this spring, and they are expecting their
first child in May. ‘The commuting is exhausting, but when
you know it’s temporary, you can do it,’ he says.
Looking ahead, he anticipates that his role will evolve as
RWE Energija expands. ‘Once we grow, there will definitely
be a change. I see that at some point in time my role will
separate, and I will have to make the decision either to focus
more on customer services or on finance. Or maybe there
will be something more exciting. Either way, I expect my role
will change in some way in two or three years.’ ■
Jonathan Dyson, journalist based in Zagreb
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TIME TO SHINE

President Peña Nieto has brought an invigorating breeze of competition to the Mexican
economy, underpinning hopes that the country could turn into an emerging market star

A

lthough Mexico did
Much of the optimism
not make it into the
comes from Mexico’s politics.
‘BRIC’ grouping
‘When Peña Nieto took the
of elite emerging
trillion
helm in December 2012
economies that was coined
GDP in 2012, making Mexico the world’s 11th biggest
many thought he was going to
earlier this century, that may
economy, although growth in 2013 was just 1.1%.
be a lightweight – photogenic
well turn out to have been
but with no real substance,’
an oversight. The country’s
bn
says Riordan Roett, a
charismatic president
Value of Mexico’s exports in 2013 – the world’s 17th
professor at Johns Hopkins
Enrique Peña Nieto has just
largest global exporter.
University in Washington. ‘In
celebrated his first year in
fact, he has been extremely
office with a bold series of
m
skilled so far at taking on
reforms designed to kickMexico was the world’s ninth largest oil producer in
vested interests and winning.
start economic growth.
2012, with 2.9 million barrels per day.
If that continues, the outlook
The country’s oil sector
is bright for Mexico.’
– which has been offYet many Mexicans
limits to foreigners for 75
In February, Moody’s upgraded Mexico’s bond rating
have not been impressed.
years – is being opened
after structural reforms expected to boost growth.
Economic growth halved in
up. Tax reforms should
2013 to a mere 1.1%. But
boost government revenue,
the most likely culprit for this
generating resources to invest in Mexico’s dilapidated
was relatively subdued growth in the US, the main market
infrastructure. The country’s prudent fiscal management
for Mexico’s manufacturing sector. The World Bank believes
was rewarded in February when credit rating agency Moody’s the impact of Mexico’s modernisation will become apparent
elevated Mexico’s score to A3, making it only the second
over the next few years. It forecasts Mexican growth rising to
country in the region to gain A status (Chile was the first).
4.2% by 2016. Mexico’s president is aiming for 5% to 6%, a
Such promising developments help explain why Jim
goal that Wilson says is ‘optimistic but realistic’.
O’Neill, the former Goldman Sachs economist who conjured
Peña Nieto’s reforms have aimed to remove a host of
up the BRIC term, has included Mexico in his latest acronym impediments to sustainable growth.
– the MINTs. He believes Mexico, Indonesia, Nigeria and
Turkey could end up being among the 10 largest economies
in the world over the next 30 years. Foreign direct investment
in Mexico almost doubled in 2013 to US$35.2bn.
‘Mexico finally has the wind at its back,’ says Christopher
Wilson, a Mexico expert at the Woodrow Wilson Center,
a think-tank based in Washington. ‘It now stands a good
chance of outpacing the likes of more hyped Brazil and
becoming one of the most dynamic emerging nations.’
But having been let down recently by Brazil, Latin
American experts concede that Mexico, too, could stumble.
Drug-related violence and the flouting of the rule of law
continue to deter many investors, both at home and abroad.

ECONOMYTO
HEADLINE
BY COME
NUMBERS
IN HERE
US$1.8
US$371
2.9

2014

► SLIM’S PICKINGS

Mexican billionaire Carlos Slim controls America Mobil, a telco
with enough market clout to keep prices high in the country
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▲ A PLACE IN THE SUN

There is more buzz now about the prospects for the Mexican
economy than there has been for decades

The lynchpin of the package looks to boost the ailing
oil and gas sector. While Mexico has a diverse economy,
oil remains crucial. Crude oil supplies a third of the
government’s budget. Yet this golden goose has shown
signs of ill health. Crude output has declined by a quarter
since 2004, with the country now pumping less than at any
time in nearly 18 years. Inefficiency and the heavy burden
of taxation have left state oil firm Pemex with little money
to invest. In the final quarter of 2013, for example, Pemex
earned net income of US$10bn, having paid US$16bn in
taxes and duties. It also lacks the skills and technology to
exploit Mexico’s vast reserves of oil trapped deep under the
ocean or shale reserves locked in rocks.
Peña Nieto’s solution has been to overturn a constitutional
clause barring foreign oil companies from exploiting Mexico’s
crude. ‘Bringing in the likes of Exxon Mobil and BP offers the
best chance that Mexico will be able to stop the rot in its oil
sector,’ say Tom Biracree, an energy expert at consultancy
IHS. ‘We won’t see a turnaround overnight, since these wells
can take years to drill. But in the long run, this promises to
give a big boost to Mexico. The country has vast reserves that
are not being exploited at the moment.’
The energy overhaul was especially encouraging since
it showed Peña Nieto could overcome powerful vested
interests and determined nationalists, who argued that oil
reserves were part of the nation’s patrimony. ‘Reforming the

constitution in this way was a major triumph and gave hope
that Peña Nieto has the skill and determination to follow
through on other controversial changes,’ says Wilson.
On a related note, the president is aiming to reduce
the state’s reliance on revenues from Pemex. That should
liberate the company to invest more in future production.
But there is also a broader need to raise more taxes to
invest in education and infrastructure. Excluding Pemex,
government revenue was a meagre 9.7% of GDP in 2012
– far less than similar nations. ‘Boosting tax revenue is
necessary for Mexico’s future,’ says Carlos Elizondo, former
Mexican ambassador to the OECD and now a professor
at Mexican university CIDE. ‘We need a stronger state in
general to face down monopolists and reinforce law and
order.’ Of course, raising taxes, as the president has done, is
also likely to take a toll on growth in the short term.
Curbing the power of monopolies has been another key
part of Peña Nieto’s programme. The most notorious has
been America Mobil, the telecoms giant controlled by Carlos
Slim, the world’s richest man between 2010 and 2013.
America Mobil has 80% of the fixed-line market, 70% of
mobile telephony and 74% of internet access, according to
an OECD study. In 34 other countries examined by the OECD
the largest telecoms business controlled an average of 40%.
As a result Slim’s company has been able to keep prices high.
The OECD estimated that this cost Mexicans US$25bn

»
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◄ TAX AND MEND

Investment is needed to bring back up to scratch Mexico City’s
metro system, which is currently partially closed

a year – equivalent to 2% of GDP. ‘It’s not just that this drains
spending money from the pockets of Mexican shoppers; it
also increases costs for companies,’ says Wilson. ‘That makes
Mexico as a whole less competitive.’
Equally, the inefficient state-owned electricity monopoly
CFE means higher bills and a less competitive economy.
In both cases, Peña Nieto is attempting to allow more
competition. A new telecoms regulator will be able to force
dominant businesses to sell assets and share infrastructure
with rivals. And energy reforms will force the state company
to carry on its grid electricity generated by private rivals.
‘That is a very promising start,’ says Luis Rubio, director
general of Mexican think-tank CIDAC. ‘The next step will be
to make these reforms bite economically. When the regulator
actually forces Slim to break up his telecoms company or
divest assets this will seem more real.’
Mexico’s president also aims to plug the country’s
infrastructure and human resources gap. At present Mexico’s
infrastructure ranks just 68th out of 144 nations evaluated in
the World Economic Forum’s Competitiveness index. By 2030
Peña Nieto wants to be in the top 20%, around 28th. To that
end he aims to spend US$300bn on roads, ports, broadband
and the like by the end of 2018 when his term ends.
He has also launched an effort to reduce skills shortages
by improving the education system. ‘For decades this has
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been dominated by the teaching union, which is more
concerned about jobs for its members than providing highquality education,’ says Wilson. ‘The Mexican government
doesn’t really know how many teachers it employs and many
haven’t set foot in a classroom in years. The new system
aims to make teachers far more accountable.’
If all goes well this aggressive combination of
complementary reforms should kick-start far stronger
growth. Even the optimists insert caveats, however.
For a start, not all of Peña Nieto’s measures have been
fully implemented yet. ‘The powerful vested interests – like
Slim and the teachers’ union – haven’t just gone away,’ says
Rubio, who believes that such vested interests are likely to ‘try
to dilute laws that will harm them or influence regulators’.
In addition, Mexico still suffers from massive public
security challenges. In parts of the country, the police and
courts have been unable to control organised crime, so local
businesses fund vigilante groups to protect their interests.
Violence in regions like Michoacán and Guerrero have
grabbed international headlines. ‘Kidnapping and extortion
remain rampant in certain areas, a fact that surely deters
investment,’ says Wilson.
Meanwhile Transparency International ranks Mexico
105th out of 176 on its Corruption Perceptions Index.
‘So far Peña Nieto has been slow to respond to such
rule of law issues,’ says Elizondo. ‘Failure here could put
everything else at risk.’
That said, there is more buzz about the Mexican economy
than at any time in decades. The country is benefiting from
other trends in the global economy, especially rising wages
in China, which has been a powerful rival as a location
for manufacturing. Rising transport costs have also made
Mexico more attractive as a base for producing goods for
the huge US market. Proximity to the US will also be a boom
to Mexico if, as many economists expect, the US economy
gathers momentum in 2014. But it is Peña Nieto’s deep
changes that underpin hopes that the nation may become
an emerging market star. ■
Christopher Alkan, journalist based in New York
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

OECD’s Mexico Economic Forecast Summary (November
2013) is at http://tinyurl.com/MEF2013
Transparency International Corruption Perception
Index is at http://tinyurl.com/CPindex2013
World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Survey
2013-2014 is at http://tinyurl.com/WEF-GCR
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COMMENT | RAMONA DZINKOWSKI

Integrated reporting catches on
It’s futile to resist when it comes to integrated reporting, says Ramona Dzinkowski.
Investors are demanding it and they will get what they want – eventually
How to fill the demand for more
fulsome and transparent information
around the long-term value-creating
(and value-destroying) capacity of
the company has been the subject
of study and research as long as I
can remember.
The (net) value-creating capability,
or what has often been referred to
as the ‘missing value’ of the firm,
has been lumped into ‘goodwill’ and
typically calculated by subtracting
market value from book value. Easy
enough. Investors (and regulators),
spurred by the accounting scandals
and near devastation of the global
financial system over the last 15 years
or so, not surprisingly have been
insistent on greater transparency in
corporate reporting.
Today, it seems that there is new
hope that they will get what they want
– eventually. Companies are beginning
to see the value of measuring and
disclosing what has often been viewed
as immeasurable, more specifically the
generally accepted forms of capital
– environmental, social, relational,
human and intellectual – that are
combined to produce value.
To this end, the integrated
reporting framework of the
International Integrated
Reporting Council is taking
hold. ACCA, in the fourth
and final report of its
Understanding investors
research series, shows that
38% of companies surveyed
are currently ‘taking active
steps to move towards an
integrated reporting model
in the next three years’ and
5% have already published
an integrated report. While
I’ve argued previously that most
companies are not likely to change
unless required by legislation, only
10% of those surveyed said they had
no intention to move to an integrated
reporting model unless required.
Now that getting there has
become a goal of many companies,
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the question is how to do so. Many
are currently developing measures to
support an integrated report and to
develop ‘sustainable accounting and
reporting’ more generally. In particular,
the Global Reporting Initiative is well
known for its sustainability reporting
guidelines, and the Sustainable
Accounting Standards Board in the
US is now developing key performance
indicators on an industry-by-industry
basis. Meanwhile, the IIRC is collecting
emerging practices from over 100

companies worldwide that are
participating in its pilot programme.
As for the holdouts who would
rather pass on making non-traditional
disclosures, the European Parliament
has just given them a nudge. On 26
February the Committee of Permanent
Representatives endorsed an agreement
between the Hellenic Presidency of
the Council and European Parliament
representatives on a draft directive for
the disclosure of non-financial and
diversity information. The requirement
is for a yearly statement to be drawn
up around environmental, social
and human capital matters, as well
as specifics around human rights,
anti-corruption and bribery, and the
policies, outcomes and risks related
to those matters. It is estimated that
6,000 public interest entities in the
EU would fall under the scope of
the directive (see feature, page 52).
As for how the IIRC’s integrated
reporting framework is being treated by
US companies, it’s not on the radar just
yet. Out of the 100 companies
participating in the IIRC pilot, only
eight are from America – the world’s
largest single economy. Of all the
North American CFOs I’ve spoken
to in the last year, none had heard
of the integrated reporting
framework or the IIRC.
So how are investors
responding to this new
evolution in corporate
reporting? The ACCA study
reports that an overwhelming
90% are in favour of
companies combining financial
and non-financial information into
an integrated reporting model. ■
Ramona Dzinkowski is an economist
and business journalist. www.
dzinkowski.com
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Understanding investors: the
changing corporate perspective is
at www.accaglobal.com/reporting
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What Africa could learn from Dubai
Just three decades ago, Dubai languished under the ‘oil curse‘ of being resource-rich yet
infrastructure-poor. Visionary leadership has safeguarded its future, says Alnoor Amlani
If China is now the world’s factory and
Africa is its resource base, then Dubai
has made itself the bridge between
East, West and South.
I have been in this glittering city
for a couple of weeks now, and am
struck by the clever way it has defied
nature, creating a bustling metropolis
with spectacular skyscrapers and
lush gardens in the midst of a desert.
Converting neighbouring oil resources
into real estate and big business, and
creating astonishing wonders such as
The Palm – built by reclaiming land
from the ocean – Dubai seeks a future
free of any resource dependency.
With spectacular malls mostly
staffed by migrant workers from the
East, as well as big business and real
estate managed by a blend of skilled
and middle managers from the UK,
US, Middle East and Far East, as well
as a few talented and hard-working
Africans, this is a melting pot of
cultures and modernity.
Most people work hard, and
while many work in the oil
and gas sector, more work
in services, real estate, IT,
international trade and other
industries. They are paid
far better than they
would be in their
home countries, but
they cannot aspire to
become citizens ever
– Dubai doesn’t allow
that. Instead they
choose to either save
or spend their higher
incomes here, and of
course many return to their home
countries richer in financial terms
as well as experience.
As Africa’s oil industry
continues to rise, it begs the
question – what will Africa do with
its resource wealth? With active
wells in Sudan, Nigeria, Angola
and Mozambique and upcoming
production in Kenya and
Uganda, in the future it is likely
that oil will flow in the opposite

direction – from Africa to the Middle
East, before going to the rest of the
world, along with rare earth minerals
which are essential for technologies like
mobile phones and computers.
But these resources are not infinite:
sooner or later they will run out. Indeed
Dubai is a shining example of the
acknowledgement of this fact. It has
deliberately geared itself up to utilise
the region’s natural resource wealth
towards creating a self-sustaining
economy that invests its gains wisely

with the intention of transcending
resource dependency, thereby providing
a legacy for future generations that is
reliable and certainly not exhaustible.
Dubai believes that real estate coupled
with skilled and ever-developing human
resources will last longer than finite
natural resources such as oil and gold.
Many commentators (including
myself) have referred to the ‘oil curse’
in Africa. In truth it is not so much
a curse as a failure: a leadership
failure. Dubai shows us what visionary
leadership coupled with proper
investment can do. In contrast we
observe the opposite in Nigeria,
Sudan, Angola and Mozambique. These
countries are still caught in a cycle
that convinces them that the resources
they discover will always be extracted
by unscrupulous leaders and pilfered
instead of being reinvested to provide
opportunities for Africans.
But Dubai can teach us how to do
things differently, because only three
decades ago it was suffering
the very same fate that Africa
faces today. Before the visionary
leadership of Sheikh Mohammed
Bin Zayed, the Middle East
had few examples such as
modern Dubai to point to.
Almost all the
Arab oil wealth
at the time was
invested in the
US, while Arab
cities such as
Dubai, Doha and
Abu Dhabi remained
impoverished and
backward. The magnificent city of
Dubai manifested itself in its present
glory in just 30 years after the right
leadership appeared!
The only question left is will Africa
learn from Dubai before its natural
resources run out?

■

Alnoor Amlani FCCA is an independent
financial management consultant in
East Africa who writes regularly on
social and business issues
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Dawn of a new educational age
ACCA is pushing the boundaries of professional education by being the first accountancy
body to sponsor a massive open online course, writes ACCA president Martin Turner
ACCA has always been at the cutting edge of the accountancy
profession. We have innovation in our DNA. In 1996 we
became the first body to use International Financial
Reporting Standards in exams; we were the first
to introduce on-demand computer-based exams
in 1998, and we enhanced the computer-based
assessment for Foundation level papers to
enable students to tackle practical problems
in a computer environment.
In addition, from 2007 ACCA placed ethics at
the centre of the qualification with a separate
ethics module and from December this year
we will be examining integrated reporting
throughout the Professional level exams.
While all of these have had an impact on the
way in which accountancy is taught, our latest
initiative has the potential to help revolutionise
all professional education.
We recently became the first professional
accountancy body to sponsor a massive open
online course (MOOC) from FutureLearn, in
partnership with the University of Exeter.
What makes this significant is that until now, the
overriding majority of MOOCs have been self-contained
– an end in themselves (see feature, page 40).
With ACCA providing professional accreditation
for this course and granting exemption from paper F1
(Accountant in Business), it provides participants with the
opportunity to continue on a journey to ACCA membership.
There are huge implications for tuition providers and
students alike; students have easier access to the best teaching
and there may be an impact on the cost of education. Equally,
there are concerns that, unless more free online courses lead to
certification or open the door to a professional qualification or
degree, drop-out rates may be high.
Time will judge how big an impact this initiative
makes – but we can already see a potential for
MOOCs to enable our membership to meet
their continuing professional development
needs throughout their careers.
We’d like to hear your thoughts
on this initiative, which we
believe will keep members and
students at the forefront of the
profession, and which in an
increasingly connected online
world will prepare you for the
opportunities and challenges
that lay ahead. ■
Martin Turner FCCA is a
management consultant
in the UK health sector
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The view from

‘

I CAN BE THE CLASSIC WORKAHOLIC, SO
I MAKE A POINT OF ENJOYING “ME TIME”’
JACINTH BENNETT FCCA, GROUP FINANCIAL
CONTROLLER, WISYNCO, ST CATHERINE, JAMAICA
My role is to see and
interpret the big picture
and look at it from the
perspective of different
stakeholders, not just
with an accountant’s
hat on. My job includes
reporting and compliance
elements – but I also look
to the future, identifying
where vital adjustments
or improvements might
be made, recommending courses
of action or making a case for
implementing vital changes. I work
in a fairly large finance department,
but I also support and work closely
with non-finance colleagues; that
sense of making a wider contribution
is one of the most rewarding aspects
of my work.
These are challenging times for our
sector. Many of our products are
number one brands – but no-one can
escape the impact of rising inflation,
devaluation of the Jamaican dollar,
complex tax laws and cumbersome
red tape. And as manufacturing and
distribution consume vast amounts
of electricity and fuel, we also have to
contend with soaring energy prices.
These factors add up to a high,
volatile cost base.
Our pricing strategy relies on a
degree of anticipation. Input costs
may change frequently, but we can’t
subject consumers to those rises,
especially at a time when wages are
falling. With most of the public looking
to save money, we’ve had to examine
our product mix accordingly, focusing
on those where we can keep costs to
a minimum without compromising on
quality. Analysing and safeguarding
the profitability of each product line –
and keeping those items under

review – is an ongoing
challenge for pricing to
avoid continual changes.
Developing export
markets is increasingly
a priority. We already sell
to customers elsewhere
in the Caribbean. By
further expanding and
diversifying our business,
we hope to gain better
access to foreign exchange markets,
leaving us well positioned to trade
in more advantageous currencies,
especially while the domestic
economy remains volatile.
Talented finance professionals think
beyond the balance sheet. Finding
people with that right blend of
technical skills and hands-on
functional knowledge, and who
demonstrate self-motivation and
management potential, isn’t easy for
any employer. Qualified accountants
looking to improve their chances
in the job market have to take
responsibility for their own career,
and provide the evidence on their
CV or at interview. I’m always
impressed by people who proactively
expose themselves to workplace
scenarios or undergo practical training
to help them develop the finance skills,
commercial awareness and business
instincts most sought after
by ambitious organisations.
I can be the classic workaholic, so I
make a point of enjoying ‘me time’
every now and then. Unwinding with
friends and family, going dancing and
simply having quiet weekends away
all help to re-energise and restore
perspective. I’ve learned that when my
body insists on rest or solitude, it’s
best to listen and do as I’m told! ■

SNAPSHOT:
AGRICULTURE
The agricultural industry is
one of the oldest in the world,
dating back thousands of
years. It is now at the behest
of many dangers as well as the
developments that may help
determine its future success
in countries across the globe,
whether natural disasters or
technological advances.
The key issue for
accountants in the sector
is being able to tell a well
articulated story of what the
financial performance of a
business has been and what
it could be in the future.
‘As many agricultural
enterprises seek to access
capital from non-traditional
sources, being able to
unbundle operating results
and return on capital (ie
inclusive of land valuations) is
critical,’ says Australia-based
PwC partner and agribusiness
leader Craig Heraghty, ‘as
is managing expectations
of the inherent climatic and
other risks associated with
the industry, especially at the
farm gate level.
‘Now, as ever, investors in
the sector must be patient
and view performance over
the medium to long term.’
us$5trillion

According to KPMG’s 2013
report, The agricultural and
food value chain, the global
agribusiness value chain
has a total value of around
US$5 trillion.
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Open sesame!
As bank financing for small and mid-size businesses has dried up, so a slew of innovative
funding models has appeared. Rosanna Choi takes a look at what’s happening
Necessity is the mother of invention
and the years since the global financial
crisis have seen a burst of innovation
in the way that funding is channelled
to small businesses. In part, this
reflects the well-documented problems
in the banking systems of developed
countries. There are, though, other
factors that have resulted in an
unusually fertile period for financial
innovation. They cover everything from
the spread of affordable technologies
for distributing financial products to
the greater availability of new sources
of creditworthiness data on companies
and the growth of private electronic
payment systems.
In an effort to better understand
the range of developments that are
under way in different parts of the
world, ACCA’s Global Forum for SMEs
commissioned UK-based researcher
Andy Davis to examine a range of
emerging innovations in SME finance.
The report describes some of the new
models, the main trends and obstacles.
The innovations come in many
forms. Some, like the lending operation
set up in 2010 by the giant Chinese
e-commerce platform Alibaba, tap into
a range of important trends. Alibaba
offers loans to merchants that sell via
its platform, using its extensive cash
resources to fund businesses excluded
from conventional bank lending because
of a lack of collateral and an absence
of adequate credit data. Because
Alibaba operates its own payment
system, it is able to assess credit risk
by using the payment data generated by
potential borrowers as they trade via its
platform. The proprietary payment data
is combined with sophisticated analysis
to turn an unbankable group of small
businesses into a new lending market,
which to date has seen more than
US$2bn advanced.
Alibaba is an example of a large
non-financial company moving into SME
lending as an extension of its main
business. Elsewhere, retail investors have
started to lend directly to companies
and take equity stakes via online
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crowdfunding or peer-to-peer platforms
– essentially web-based matchmakers
that bring savers and borrowers together.
A large number of these businesses
are launching across Europe and the
US as the regulation that governs
their operations becomes clearer and
investors search for higher yields than
bank deposits and bond markets offer.
The key innovation that underlies
these new matchmakers is their
creation of online marketplaces in
which loans and investments are
assembled from multiple funders
who compete to advance funding.
For companies in the UK, platforms
such as Funding Circle (loans) and
Crowdcube (equity) offer new ways for
SMEs to raise finance. SMEs benefit
further from the competition such

Tools are also emerging to make
this financing technique more easily
deliverable in practice – for example,
the Society for Worldwide Interbank
Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT)
and the International Chamber of
Commerce launched the new payment
method under the Bank Payment
Obligation (BPO) standard in April
2013 to make cross-border SCF
transactions easier to undertake for
banks. Together, tools and techniques
like these have great potential for
improving access to finance among
SMEs but, as with all the innovations
our report considers, there are barriers
to be overcome before the full benefits
will be felt.
Chief among these is the general
lack of financial education among

▌▌▌RETAIL INVESTORS HAVE STARTED TO TAKE
EQUITY STAKES VIA ONLINE CROWDFUNDING
platforms stimulate among would-be
investors and the ability to diversify the
risk inherent in an exclusive relationship
with a single finance provider, whose
loyalty cannot be guaranteed.
The ability of such innovators
to find a market depends on the
willingness of borrowers to transact
online rather than face to face. This
trend provides a foundation for
much current innovation and has its
precedent in the markets for such
standard financial products as sales of
car insurance in some countries.
While supply chain finance (SCF)
practices have been in place for over
a decade, innovative structures have
emerged. In addition to buyer-managed
platforms and bank proprietary
platforms, multibank platforms have
drawn growing interest. On multibank
platforms, SMEs that are accredited
suppliers to big buyers can offer their
invoices for sale to a panel of financial
buyers in return for immediate access
to working capital.

SME owners and managers. Many
are unaware of the range of options
now available to them to fund their
businesses and how they work in
practice and whether they might be
appropriate. Uncertainty around the
regulatory treatment of financial
innovations is another important
barrier to finance.
Access to finance is an issue of
pressing importance for SMEs. The
current surge of financial innovation
is gathering momentum and small
businesses need to be able to keep up,
both in terms of awareness as well as
financial literacy, to ensure compliance
with the rules and regulations. ■
Rosanna Choi FCCA is chair of ACCA’s
Global Forum for SMEs
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

ACCA’s Innovations in access to
finance for SMEs report is at www.
accaglobal.com/globalforums
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▲ INFO TROVE

Chinese online giant Alibaba extends loans to businesses that use its e-commerce platform,
assessing the credit risk by analysing the payment data they generate in their trades
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Oiling the wheels of finance
Shell’s head of finance operations Doug Alexander explains the benefits – and the
consequences – of shifting finance function work to shared services centres
The past decade has seen a revolution
in the way multinationals manage
their finance functions. Vast finance
shared services centres have been
opened in countries such as India,
where staff can be paid lower salaries
than in Western Europe and the US.
It’s been a largely successful
way of doing things. So successful,
in fact, that the shared services
model has now matured into an
energetic teenager and is posing
some awkward but fundamental
questions about the future structure
of finance functions, and what the
career paths of accountants will
look like in years to come.
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Among those grappling with
these challenges is Shell’s head of
finance operations, Doug Alexander.
The London-based 51-year-old has
enjoyed a long career in various
finance roles at the oil giant, including
spells in both Syria and Latin America.
Before becoming head of finance
Alexander was working as financial
controller of Shell Downstream, the
post-production part of the oil giant’s
operations. His current role began in
May last year and he reports directly
to Shell CFO Simon Henry, speaking
to him about once a week.
Shell’s finance operations arm
deploys staff in five ‘business service

centres’ – Shell parlance for shared
services centres – in India, Malaysia,
the Philippines, Poland and Scotland.
Alexander describes finance operations
as one of the three pillars of Shell’s
finance function. Another is ‘finance
in the business’, consisting of finance
professionals working with Shell’s
businesses in 70-plus countries
around the world. The final pillar is
made up of specialist services such
as tax and treasury.
It’s a measure of how dominant
finance operations has become that the
business centres between them employ
some 6,500 people, more than half
of the entire 11,000-strong finance
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function. Shell’s total headcount
around the world is around 87,000.
‘Finance operations started off
being an exercise to do transactionbased stuff more cost-efficiently,
but over the years it has grown to
do different things,’ says Alexander.
‘Take some basic things like staff
who process invoices to pay suppliers.
Once they get better at paying on time,
they realise that the only way to make
that process even more effective is to
talk to colleagues at the front end who
are negotiating the contracts in the
first place, to make sure they are set
up properly. So these centres moved
from basic transaction processing
into – apologies for the cliché – more
value-added activities.’
The trend has included the move
of more of Shell’s information and
analysis work into the business
centres. Alexander says that initially
this involved asking staff to produce
the same reports as were already
being put together. ‘But it rapidly
became clear that, as people did
that, they had insights such as: “Well,
perhaps you don’t need so many.”
‘As people in the business centres
were putting together the reports,
they needed to talk to the guys at the
front end to understand things, and
as they understood it, they provided
more input and insight the other way.
It becomes a symbiotic thing.’
This, he says, was beyond the
more obvious benefits of bringing
processes together. ‘However well you
do something in 70 different locations,
you are always going to do it better if
you focus it in one place. Also, once
you do it all in one place, if you want
to change it, it’s far easier to do so.’
The result is that Shell has business
centre teams, mainly in India, that are
an integral part of the overall business
team and increasingly provide insights
on the back of the analysis of the
reports they put together.

Talent tap
Shell has been helped by the large
talent pools it can tap. ‘The number of
highly qualified graduates coming out
of universities in India, for example,
is just so vast that we are tapping not
only the cost but the talent. Over time,
not only has the size of the centres
grown, but the nature of what we do in
them has changed pretty dramatically.’

Other activities, such as customer
services, HR and IT, are also now carried
out in business centres, although
finance remains the biggest area.
The process of the centres taking
on ever more complex areas of the
finance function’s work is something
that has evolved over time. Shell’s drive
to start setting up the business centres
a decade ago was almost purely
driven by a desire to cut costs. ‘We
underestimated the value of doing all
these things better as well as just the
wage arbitrage,’ Alexander says.
This arbitrage has persisted for
much longer than Shell originally
anticipated. While there has been wage
inflation in countries such as India and
the Philippines, Alexander points out
that this is also the case in the UK and
other European economies, and that
the gulf is so big that he thinks it will
last for a long time yet.
And so will the oil giant’s desire
to cut finance function costs. Shell’s
approach is to subject its operations
to a ‘continuous efficiency drive’,
aimed both at reducing costs and
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model has raised some difficult issues.
Alexander highlights questions over
the sustainability of the overall model
when it comes to dealing with talent,
with the old-world career development
structure no longer working.
When all the operations of a finance
function were in one place, people
could gain experience by working in
different areas, as Alexander did. But
despite efforts to encourage people
to move around different functions in
different countries, the reality, he says,
is that relatively few are prepared to
uproot their lives to do so. And even
if they did, widespread staff moves
between geographies would destroy
the wage arbitrage that continues to
drive the shared services model.
The increasing amount of work
carried out in the business centres
might have reduced the range
and scope of work carried out by
finance staff working in the field with
Shell’s front-line businesses – basic
reporting, for example, is a skill they
no longer require – but in other ways
their role has expanded.

▌▌▌’THERE IS A VALUE IN HAVING PEOPLE CLOSE
TO WHERE THE BUSINESS IS DONE, BUT THAT WILL
BE LESS OF AN ISSUE AS TECHNOLOGY CHANGES’
raising performance. Alexander’s
objective in finance operations is to
cut the former and improve the latter
by 5% a year. This might not sound
much in one year, he says, but it is
significant over time.
So having, in Alexander’s words,
‘nibbled away’ over the years at the
work carried out by the rest of the
finance function, will the business
centres swallow up more?
‘Probably yes,’ he responds. ‘You
could go as far as you want to go. But of
course there is a value in having people
close to where the business gets done.
That proximity will become less and less
of an issue as technology changes, but
there is always going to be some.’
Such change cannot be done by
consensus, he adds. ‘People don’t like
it very much.’ Starting down this road
involved Shell laying off thousands
of people in some countries and
taking on thousands in others. But
the growth of the shared services

Over time, says Alexander, finance
staff working inside Shell’s frontline businesses have become much
more focused on making commercial
decisions, and the line between a
commercial ‘finance’ person and a
commercial person has started to
blur, although Alexander notes that
you will always need some people with
finance skills working ‘in the field’.
Hence the skillset has changed, with
an understanding of commercial risk,
contracting and markets all becoming
more important.

Next generation
So where will the next generation of
finance leaders come from? Alexander
says that there will always be some
‘top talent’ who move through Shell’s
system, but for many staff it has
become more difficult.
Like many companies, Shell is still
figuring out how much movement
between the business centres and

»
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the rest of the finance function there
should be to allow appropriate career
development, says Alexander.
Not that he is resting on his laurels.
‘We’ve worked hard to define what the
skills, capabilities and competence
development requirements actually
are in the business centres, and also
the career development there should
be to allow some progression and
development,’ he says.
‘We work very hard to ensure
we have movement between the
centres and the rest of the finance
organisation. And I’ve been working
with professional bodies such as ACCA
to provide some internal and external
competence development.’
The business centres, he says, are
youthful and energetic places that
feel a bit like college campuses. ‘You
get carried along on a wave of manic
energy,’ he says.
While they have a high staff turnover,
with many bright young employees
wanting to get a Shell stamp on their
CVs before moving on to other things,
there are some who are seeing longerlasting opportunities with the company.
Shell has been moving to nurture this
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‘You’ve got to have your technical skills, which
include both professional accreditation and on-the-job
learning. Because everybody is technically good, you
have to have that. It’s not really a differentiator.’
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‘The big differentiator when I’m looking at people is: do
you understand the business you’re working in? To be
effective, you have to understand the business to be able
to apply your technical skills.’
‘You get a lot of people who look for glory and spend their
life planning their career and want to be the next CFO of a
FTSE 100 company. Fundamentally the best thing you can
do to pursue that is to perform now.’

talent, having focused over the past few
years on potential future leaders, which
has influenced both the type of people
it recruits and the way it trains them.
Alexander hopes to see the results
of this reflected in the leadership
of the centres as individuals rise
through the ranks so that they see
more home-grown talent at the top.
It is already happening at fairly senior
levels within the centres. He sees
professional accountancy qualifications
as important across the board as
foundations for career development;

he himself trained as an accountant
with Touche Ross.
Alexander says that nothing is
static in Shell’s finance function,
and nowhere is this more true than
in technology, which he says has
some way to go yet. He predicts that
technological improvements will bring
more efficiency and reduce Shell’s
finance headcount still further. ‘I think
that will just carry on,’ he concludes.
‘I don’t see any end to that really.’ ■
Chris Quick, editor
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The view from

‘

OMAN’S POTENTIAL IS PROVING INCREASINGLY
APPEALING TO FOREIGN INVESTORS’
NASSER AL-MUGHEIRY FCCA, MANAGING
PARTNER, GRANT THORNTON, MUSCAT
A crucial challenge for
professional services
firms in Oman is to offer
a convincing alternative to
the Big Four, which have
traditionally dominated
the audit market. Issues
such as regulation and
governance are reasonably
advanced in Oman,
in comparison with
neighbouring economies
– International Financial Reporting
Standards have been mandatory for
many years. But with economic growth
come new opportunities on the advisory
side, and that’s where mid-tier firms
have been concentrating efforts. From
my perspective, success is evident in the
degree to which we’re now consistently
invited to tender for business.

Government policies
aimed at reducing reliance
on foreign labour mean
firms have to focus
even more on targeting
professional education
and training programmes.
There’s an appetite among
young people to develop
as professionals – but
of course it takes time
to acquire the skills and
qualifications, especially in fields
requiring specialist expertise.
International secondments may
appear to represent the answer – but
tightening visa conditions mean that
calling on overseas colleagues is often
only a short-term solution. The pressure
is on all of us in the profession to
identify, develop and retain Omani talent.

Modernisation and diversification
initiatives are creating exciting
opportunities. Greater government
investment in infrastructure and
in developing new industries is
providing incentives for Omani and
foreign organisations, and as a result,
opportunities for consulting and
professional services firms. We’ve been
acting as advisers for a major national
rail project that’s seen as crucial for
Oman’s development.
But it’s not just public projects;
Oman’s potential is proving increasingly
appealing to foreign investors, from
industrial groups to private equity
firms – and that’s driving demand
for evaluation, due diligence and
corporate finance work. Oil and gas have
traditionally underpinned the economy,
but sectors like tourism and fisheries are
growing strongly, and there’s a big push
for business incubators and designated
industrial zones, as the government is
keen to encourage entrepreneurs and
stimulate the SME sector.

I served for six years on ACCA’s Council
and, prior to that, in the International
Assembly. On Council, I sat on a
number of technical committees, the
most significant of which was the Audit
Committee. I travelled to the UK and
elsewhere six or seven times a year; it
was a great experience, and of course I
was able to meet with fellow members
from all over the world, as well as
ACCA’s senior management and staff.
The crowning glory was meeting the
Queen when she visited Lincoln’s Inn
Fields during centenary celebrations.
It was a big commitment but it’s a
period of my career I look back on
with immense pride – and no regrets,
especially as in March I was presented
with a Lifetime Achievement Award.
I love off-road driving and make the
most of our mountainous terrain in
my Land Cruiser when I’m not working.
I also enjoy camping in the desert and
exploring the Wadis, where there are
amazing waterfalls. ■

SNAPSHOT:
INDIRECT TAX
Businesses that don’t get
on top of their indirect tax
issues place themselves in
a dangerous position and
it is an area rich in both
challenges and rewards for
finance professionals.
‘From an Australian
perspective, the most
significant federal indirect
taxes are Goods and Services
Tax [similar to the UK’s Value
Added Tax], excise duty and
customs duty,’ says Rodger
Muir, indirect tax partner,
Deloitte Australia.
As the GST was established
in 2000, it is still relatively
young. ‘It is still a work in
progress and there is a lack of
clarity around its application
in some areas,’ adds Muir.
‘The lack of clarity is
both a challenge and an
opportunity for Australian
tax specialists. On one hand,
they have an opportunity to
shape and improve tax law
for the benefit of the wider
economy. On the other, the
environment can be unstable,
so it requires someone who
can be adaptable and bring a
point of view to their clients,’
concludes Muir.

50%

An EY global survey on VAT/
GST changes at the end of
2013 found that in more than
50% of the 96 participating
countries, the primary indirect
tax legislation changes at
least once a year.
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The shape of things to come
With regulators, standard-setters and investors all driving major changes to audit,
the effects are being felt right around the world, says Robert Bruce
Post-financial crisis, the world
resembles nothing less than a vast
jigsaw of regulators, auditors and
investors seeking to bring about
intricate, and not always connected,
change.
The EU has voted to limit the length
of tenure of auditors. The International
Auditing and Assurance Standards
Board (IAASB) is talking about changes
to the audit report and the idea of
disclosing more information on how
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audits are performed. The UK Financial
Reporting Council has been either bold
or jumped the gun, depending on your
point of view, in saying that companies
should put their audits out for tender
every 10 years.
In the US, the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board is
consulting on audit reform, including
discussion of what it calls critical
audit matters, while India is looking at
measures to provide for auditor rotation.

And at the end of 2013, KPMG picked
up the audit of global giant Unilever
from its rival PwC, partly because the
company, with its Anglo-Dutch roots,
was anticipating a forthcoming 2016
rule change in the Netherlands, forcing a
regular switch of auditors.
The pace of change and the
interconnecting consequences are
influencing behaviours right around the
globe and are likely to continue doing
so for years to come.
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POINTS OF VIEW
‘The next few years will see enormous changes in the audit market. We are
already seeing regulatory change bringing rotation of auditors and more
tendering for audit appointments. But it is important to ensure that this
results in greater effectiveness and not just an extra cost for business.
Amid all this regulatory change, we must not lose our focus on audit quality
and keeping audit relevant. The real challenge ahead is to achieve global
collaboration in the development of audit, including in emerging economies
where, in my experience, the value of audit is well recognised.’
Sue Almond, ACCA external affairs director
‘Personally, I believe the confidence in the world of audit has gone. There is
a need for a rethink on the audit report. Do we have to have one every year?
Why not every three years? To some degree the issue of rotation of auditors
is cosmetic. Public interest entities will get closer to their auditors. The audit
won’t be an annual statement; it will be a continuous process – little and often,
rather than one big event. And that will push companies to report on a regular
basis rather than pushing earnings to the one point in time, as many do now.’
Alex Fawcett, World Bank Centre for Financial Reporting Reform
‘We need to look at the value of audit and how it will evolve. Currently it is
an audit of historical financial statements; in future it may well go beyond
that. In numerous jurisdictions we have quarterly reporting and I think in
the future that will become continuous information or a very frequent basis
of reporting. Stakeholders will demand this and we need to understand
what the role of the auditor will be. With audit thresholds rising, smaller
companies are not in the audit band. We need to discuss what kind of
assurance should be provided.’
Shariq Barmaky, audit partner, Deloitte Singapore and South-East Asia,
and member of ACCA’s Global Forum for Audit and Assurance

▌▌▌’USERS [OF ACCOUNTS] WILL BE ABLE TO SEE
THE MOST IMPORTANT MATTERS DISCUSSED WITH
AUDITORS. THEY WILL SEE MORE ISSUES THAN BEFORE’
▲ FLAVOUR FOR NO MORE
THAN A DECADE

Unilever moved an audit contract held for
26 years by PwC to KPMG in anticipation
of mandatory auditor 10-year rotation
‘The biggest change is the exposure
draft from the IAASB,’ says Shariq
Barmaky, audit partner with Deloitte
Singapore and South-East Asia and a
member of the ACCA Global Forum for
Audit and Assurance. ‘The proposed
revisions to auditor reporting change the
extent of reporting and communication.’
The changes echo calls from
stakeholders. Brendan Murtagh FCCA,
IAASB member and past president of
ACCA, says: ‘There have been lots of
calls for improved transparency and a
greater level of understanding.’

Both sides of equation
More information is likely to help both
sides of the audit equation. Users
should have much more meaningful
information to work with, while auditors
will be able to explain their concerns
and the nature of their workload.
‘Users will be able to see the most
important matters which have been
discussed with the auditors and that
will help bridge the expectation gap,’
Barmaky says. ‘Users will see more
issues than they have seen in the past.’
The trick, as ever, will be making the
information useful. Murtagh says: ‘The
real challenge will be in years two and
three of this degree of disclosure. After
the initial implementation the next few
years can be seen to be simply the same
stuff and then it becomes boilerplate.’

The effects are being felt all around
the world. Consistency, though, is
not. Murtagh warns: ‘If we don’t
have global convergence in standards
there will not be commonality or
comparability and that would be very
damaging.’
And there is the timing too. The
time that it takes to come up with a
standard that can be accepted around
the world is a lengthy one. Partly this
is down to the complexity of markets
and companies, but partly it is down
to the process itself. Murtagh says:
‘One of the problems is the length of
time a standard-setter takes. It needs
to be timely enough. But it’s a very big
challenge indeed.’
And the degree of difference around
the world can seem extraordinary.

»
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WHAT’S ON
THE HORIZON?
Scanning the horizon is an activity
that comes high on the list of
priorities for David Barnes, UK
managing partner for public policy
at Deloitte. Barnes (pictured) is
also chairman of the Policy and
Reputation Group (PRG), a body
that looks to ensure that public
interest issues are at the heart of
what the larger accounting firms
think about and do. PRG represents
the largest six UK firms, and admits
representatives of accountancy
bodies and the mid-tier firms as
observers at its meetings.
‘It is a forward-looking body,’
Barnes says, ‘and it is there to
help the largest accountancy firms
to identify and respond to public
interest issues. We try and look
at the firms through the eyes of
external stakeholders.’
It has been a turbulent time for
the big firms with the UK investigating the market for audit services and an EU initiative to shake up competition in
the audit business. Barnes says: ‘If you look back two years there was a lot of focus on those two initiatives. These
processes have already resulted in enduring change in the audit profession with, for example, a clear increase in the
number of tenders coming to market. Although the EU debate is still ongoing, I believe we now have an opportunity
to move on. We are looking ahead at issues involving audit, tax and ethics, and also more broadly at the business and
societal contribution that the big six firms make.’
This will include contributing to the project the UK Financial Reporting Council (FRC) has launched on the future
of audit. ‘I recognise that the FRC needs to lead this project, but we have a lot to contribute to that debate,’ Barnes
says. ‘We will be looking at both input measures like training and at external measures such as formal feedback from
stakeholders like the chairs of audit committees on audit quality.’
Ethics is a large part of all this. ‘All the firms have the highest level of ethics but we need to ensure that this comes
across in the ways we act and be able to explain this to the man on the Clapham omnibus.’
Barnes also wants PRG to do more work on what he refers to as societal interest. ‘The big six firms on average
employ a new graduate every two hours. But we also need to look at what we can do about social mobility and so we
are working to support initiatives on improving social mobility and the use of apprenticeships.’
And out on that horizon they need to be constantly looking out for issues which could affect the profession
more broadly. ‘Our role is to ensure that we not only shape current thinking but also act as a catalyst to develop
new thinking,’ he explains.

In one sphere there is a demand for
assurance on non-financial work;
introducing integrated reporting will
prove a challenge, for example. And at
the other end of the spectrum, audit
itself is under pressure.

Death of audit?
Alex Fawcett, a team member of
the World Bank Centre for Financial
Reporting Reform, speaking in a
personal capacity, says: ‘The auditing
profession is dying in many countries.
When you look at medium-sized
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enterprises – those which are not
public interest entities – the whole
issue of pushing up the level of audit
exemption, combined with a high level
of CPD, is seen as a huge challenge,
along with the scale and cost of
audit technology and software. In
many countries we will see the audit
profession disappear. State bodies
will take over and the process then
becomes compliance rather than
pursuing a true and fair view.’
But the demand for credible,
trustworthy information is set to grow

exponentially. ‘There is a demand for
continuous information,’ says Barmaky.
‘We are in a world of social media. In
Singapore we already have quarterly
reporting and it will become continuous
or very frequent reporting.’
What gives people confidence is
regular information, adds Fawcett.
The audit world may think it has
enough on its plate already. But there
could be much more to come. ■
Robert Bruce is an accountancy
commentator and journalist
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GROW THE INFLOW
Foreign investors’ enthusiasm for Nigeria seems boundless, but expanding a rickety
infrastructure and diversifying away from energy could secure the country bigger benefits

A

s Nigeria continues to be a top-rated destination
for foreign direct investment (FDI) in Africa,
many see this as a strong indication of economic
growth and prosperity. Like Mexico (see page
16), it is one of the touted MINT (Mexico, Indonesia,
Nigeria, Turkey) countries to watch. According to the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) in its World Investment Report 2013, FDI
inflows to Africa hit $50bn in 2012, a 5% increase on
the previous year. Nigeria alone had an inflow of $7bn
in 2012 – a remarkable achievement given the weakness
of the global economy.
One of the factors that continue to make Nigeria such an
attractive FDI destination is the positive approach adopted
by government agencies and ministries. The Nigerian
Investment Promotion Commission (NIPC) encourages and
promotes investment in the economy, especially outside the
traditional oil and gas sector. It does so by linking foreign

investors with local partners and offering help when needed.
Since 1995 foreigners have been allowed to fully own
Nigerian businesses outside the oil and gas sector.
Having already benefited Nigeria in many ways, FDI is
also crucial to the country’s future. It creates employment,
boosts tax revenues and accelerates infrastructure
development. It has enhanced the transfer of technology, the
exchange of ideas and a rise in productivity in many sectors.
Indeed, many analysts see FDI as a panacea for alleviating
poverty and improving the general standard of living.

Sectors and benefits
Driving FDI growth in Nigeria is the natural resources sector,
specifically oil and gas. But other sectors too are beginning
to experience an uptick in fortunes. A visitor to Lagos
would be impressed by the many big international hotel
chains now dotting the skyline of the commercial capital of
Africa’s most populous country.

»
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taking the plunge rationalising their
decisions on the basis of risk and
return. There are indications that the
government is fighting corruption, but
Foreign direct investment (FDI) refers to an individual or company in one
there are also very few convictions.
country making an investment in another country. This can be done by
Potential investors are also wary of
setting up a subsidiary in the foreign country or buying a company there.
the deficiency in skills in many critical
Nigeria has a robust relationship with China, which is a major source of
sectors. Even though many wellFDI for Africa and is investing in all kinds of infrastructure in Nigeria,
educated Nigerians with international
from airports and roads to rail systems and energy.
experience are returning home, a skills
Divestment is the reduction of assets or sale of an existing business. For
gap exists. There is an urgent need
example, Anglo-Dutch oil company Shell has divested part of its stake in
for educational reforms and capacity
Nigerian oil assets, because, it says, of oil theft and oil pipeline vandalism.
building in many sectors.
Despite Nigeria’s $7bn FDI inflow in
Healthy competition is already playing out in the telecoms 2012, that was $1.9bn down on 2011. The fall was largely a
sector with foreign operators jostling for market share with
result of divestment of oil and gas assets in the Niger Delta
indigenous companies. According to the regulatory body
and political unrest. Oil majors such as ConocoPhillips and
Nigerian Communications Commission (NCC), there are
Shell are divesting their assets, and the pockets of unrest
more than 100 million mobile (GSM) subscribers in Nigeria,
across the country are affecting investor confidence. The
representing huge potential for growth and opportunities.
security challenges need to be addressed so that the impact
One of the key FDI players here is the South African MTN
of the huge capital inflows into the economy is felt by all.
Group, whose investments in Nigeria have stimulated people
development, the deployment of modern technology and
Way forward
network expansion. More recently the Nigerian arm of UAENigeria’s reliance on oil and gas is problematic.
based telco Etisalat secured a $1.2bn loan to refinance its
Foreign entities continue to divest in the sector and the
existing debts and expand its network across Nigeria.
concentration of FDI on it limits technology transfer and
Reforms in the energy sector have made it amenable
hinders job creation. Nigeria needs to diversify its economy
to FDI, too. To address the shortage of power supply in
to allow a more diverse distribution of FDI into sectors such
Nigeria, 15 state-owned electricity companies have been
as manufacturing and tourism, which will generate greater
transferred to new owners and the country is expected
employment and more balanced economic growth.
to call on technical support from foreign players. Foreign
Institutionalised economic reform programmes are
capital is essential in the sector given its requirement for
also needed. These reforms should include liberalisation,
an investment of around $3.5bn a year for the next few
privatisation and diversification. Nigeria must build capacity,
years. Nigeria also recently struck a $1bn deal with USimprove education and develop sound infrastructure. If all
based GEC to build a new manufacturing and assembly
this happens, FDI will ultimately reduce poverty and raise
facility in the coastal city of Calabar.
standards of living.
Agriculture has had only modest FDI to date but is seen
For Nigeria to achieve its vision of becoming one of the
as a growth area for the future. For example, Shonga Farms
world’s 20 biggest economies by 2020, it must continue to
is an alliance between foreign commercial farmers and the
attract investment to fix its infrastructure, one of the several
North Central state of Kwara to help revolutionise agriculture
factors that currently deter foreign investment. If Nigeria
and enhance food security. This alliance has brought job
can get this right, build on its present gains and diversify
opportunities for locals and increased food export potential.
beyond oil and gas, FDI could transform the economy and
The manufacturing sector has not attracted as much FDI
the country. Despite all the challenges and roadblocks,
as expected, mainly because of the challenges in the power
Nigeria’s propensity to multiply investor dollars will continue
sector. With the current reforms in power supply, more
to make it an alluring destination for investors. ■
investment is expected in the coming years.
Kayode Yusuf ACCA is a finance professional and journalist

IN AND OUT: FDI AND DIVESTMENT
*

*

Roadblocks and challenges

Despite the country’s relatively strong economic indicators,
there are still many reasons for potential investors to go
elsewhere. Nigeria is consistently rated poorly on indices
such as the ease of doing business by the World Bank
(ranked 147 out of 189) and Transparency International’s
corruption perception index (ranked 139 out of 176). Such
statistics are disconcerting to potential investors, with those
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:

UNCTAD World Investment Report 2013:
http://tinyurl.com/WIR2013a
Nigerian Investment Promotion Commission:
www.nipc.gov.ng
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THE QUOTA QUESTION

Economies in Eastern Europe (ex-communist) and South-East Asia (proximity
to family and childcare) lead the way in gender diversity.
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WOMEN IN BUSINESS

GENDER BALANCES AROUND THE GLOBE
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Research from Grant Thornton’s
International Business Report 2014 reveals
that the proportion of top jobs around the
world held by women remains at just under
a quarter. The survey, which has tracked the
proportion of women in senior management
since 2004, finds growing support for
mandatory quotas to get women on boards.
Support ranges from 21% in the Nordic
countries to 71% in Asia Pacific, with the
EU at 41% and South-East Asia at 55%.
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RUNNING THE SHOW

The proportion of women CEOs globally has risen to 12%, up
from 10% last year and just 5% in 2012. HR director and CFO
roles may be important pre-CEO ‘stretch’ positions.

51% Education/social services
37% Hospitality
29% Financial services
29% Healthcare
27% Professional services
24% Retail
22% Manufacturing
20% Real estate
17% Transport
16% Energy
16% Agriculture
12% Mining

25% HR director
23% CFO
12% CEO/managing director
11% Chief marketing director
8% Corporate controller
7% Sales director
7% COO
4% Partner
3% CIO

STATE SECTOR STRONGHOLD

Businesses with strong links to the public
sector are most likely to have women in their
leadership teams.

THE SURVEY

Women in business: from classroom to
boardroom, part of Grant Thornton’s
International Business Report 2014, covers
12,500 businesses across 45 economies
and is at http://tinyurl.com/WIBpdf
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INSIGHT | TRADE DEAL

MUTUAL BENEFIT

US-EU negotiations on a massive free trade deal hold out the tantalising prospect of
mutual recognition of qualifications and could breathe new life into standards convergence

E

uropean accountants are hoping that the free trade
deal currently being negotiated between the US
and the European Union (EU) will make it easier
for them to practise their profession on either side
of the Atlantic. With the EU and the US both stressing
they want to make a transatlantic trade and investment
partnership (TTIP) a successful 21st century free trade
deal that removes regulatory barriers as well as duties,
accountants in Europe think it could promote professional
harmonisation in the financial reporting sectors on both
sides of the Atlantic.
Julie Missimore, policy manager at ACCA USA, says: ‘The
TTIP is working toward more open trade in services, part of
which could include a process of signing mutual recognition
of qualifications for the service sector. The current system
for obtaining mutual recognition of accountants with the US
is to submit an application for review by a joint board of the
US National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
(NASBA) and the American Institute of CPAs (AICPA), the
International Qualifications Appraisal Board (IQAB). These
applications are filed by individual professional accountancy
bodies. Should TTIP include a provision regarding mutual
recognition of qualifications, there is the hope that it would
include multiple professional accountancy bodies.’

Layers of complexity
The lack of mutual recognition of qualifications between
European and US accountants is one of the main
obstacles to EU professionals working in the US, on top of
burdensome US immigration rules which make it hard to
obtain a work visa. Moreover, the different rules governing
the accounting profession in different US states can add
significant complexity: ‘Only licensed certified public
accountants (CPAs) and registered CPA firms can provide
certain accounting services under state laws,’ says Mat
Young, vice-president for state regulatory and legislative
affairs at AICPA. ‘Foreign accountants would not be able to
meet these requirements unless they became US CPAs.’
In the EU, only members of one body have this
opportunity at the moment since theirs is the only one in
Europe which has a mutual recognition agreement with the
US, according to NASBA. This agreement is focused on three
elements: education, examination and experience, which are
not necessarily applied in the same way on both sides.
Members of Chartered Accountants Ireland (CAI) who
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apply to become a CPA in the US will be given automatic
recognition for their professional education in Ireland.
They will also have to pass four exams on auditing and
attestation, financial accounting and reporting, regulation,
and business environment and concepts. And since
many have the minimum three years of experience (it is
a requirement of the EU’s directive for statutory audit
work), that is automatically accepted in the US, where the
minimum experience required is on average one year.
‘Fulfilling these three conditions grants CAI members
a full CPA qualification, both for accountancy and audit
services, especially because the US qualification does not
make a distinction between audit and accountancy services,’
says Hilde Blomme, deputy CEO of Fédération des Experts
Comptables Européens (FEE), the EU accounting federation.
Likewise, an AICPA member wishing to practice in Ireland
will have their education automatically accepted, but will
have to pass two exams on Irish company law and Irish tax
rules. However, a US accountant would face difficulties if
they have just one year of professional experience in the
US. In that case, they would be allowed to provide only
accountancy services in the EU and could not offer audit
services until they had acquired three years of experience.
‘This system has not benefited all chartered accountants
in the EU and it is not directed or established by the US
government, but rather AICPA and NASBA, so more work needs
to be done,’ says Missimore. She adds that the free trade deal
negotiations could include a process of mutual recognition for
all chartered accountants in the EU and all CPAs in the US.
This could be done by having one mutual recognition
agreement between the US and all 28 EU member
states, according to Olivier Boutellis-Taft, the FEE CEO.
‘Professional bodies could assist in specifying the scope,
authorisation, licensing, operation and certification of
professionals,’ he says. The agreement should require a
mandatory aptitude test in company and tax law in the
country an accountant is targeting for work so adequate
knowledge and consumer protection on both sides of the
Atlantic is guaranteed, he suggests.
But setting such overarching agreements could be
challenging for the US, where accountancy is largely
regulated by the individual states and not the federal
government. That said, the TTIP could bring improvements
in the oversight of auditors, audit firms and accounting
standards in both the US and the EU.
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▌▌▌US AUTHORITIES WOULD RELY ON THE
RESULTS OF AUDIT INSPECTIONS BY THEIR
EUROPEAN COUNTERPARTS, AND VICE VERSA

‘The US and EU authorities are
operating under comparable systems
for the oversight of auditors and audit
firms, but mutual recognition is far from
automatic,’ says Blomme. She adds that
the TTIP could lead to an agreement
that reduced the administrative costs
and legal uncertainties created by the risk of dual audits. US
authorities would rely on the results of the inspections by
their European counterparts, just as the EU already does to a
great extent between its own member states. Separate or joint
inspections of the audit firms could then be eliminated.
Finally, many hope that the TTIP negotiations will blow
fresh steam into the convergence of accounting standards.
While the EU uses the International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) drafted by the London-based International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB), the US still uses its
own generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).
‘The Securities and Exchange Commission had
undertaken to make a final decision on whether IFRS should
be allowed or mandated for US-listed companies by 2011,
though that deadline came and went and recent indications
suggest that the SEC no longer necessarily envisages a
future built around a converged reporting framework,’ says
Missimore. The TTIP talks could underline the rationale for a
common financial reporting language between Europe and the
US, and so drive new interest in convergence. ‘A successful TTIP
agreement could be the push the US needs to continue to work

on convergence efforts with the final result being adoption of
IFRS at some stage in the future,’ Missimore adds.
At the end of the fourth round of trade negotiations, held
in Brussels in March, the EU and US chief negotiators could
not say whether talks on this particular issue had taken place.
‘We are engaging in discussions to open the broadest variety of
services to trade,’ says US TTIP chief negotiator Dan Mullaney.

Billions at stake
An analysis carried out by the Centre for Economic Policy
Research at the request of the European Commission shows
that the free trade deal could add E120bn to EU GDP, with
a gain of E95bn for the US. These benefits would mainly
result from eliminating trade barriers raised by different
regulations on the two sides, which lead to duplication in
testing, licensing and inspections, and other costly activities.
The two negotiating teams are scheduled to meet for the
fifth time before the summer in Washington DC to take the
next step in ironing out their differences. ■
Carmen Paun is a Brussels-based journalist
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INSIGHT | CORPORATE REPORTING

MODEL PRACTICES

A recent ACCA-organised roundtable on corporate reporting in Dubai found a region
ready to adopt integrated reporting and the benefits to value creation it brings

W

hat is the value of adopting an integrated
financial reporting model and how might Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) companies introduce
such a model into their overall strategy?
Such was the topic of a roundtable discussion jointly
organised by ACCA and the Pearl Initiative, a not-for-profit
organisation set up to improve transparency, accountability
and business practices in the Gulf. Held at the Grand Hyatt
in Dubai, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), on 12 March,
the event was well attended by financial professionals from
across the region and internationally.
With traditional financial reporting being largely historical
in nature, and sometimes accused of being a limited
sole measure of company performance, the Gulf’s ever
more sophisticated financial reporting sector is looking to
integrated reporting (IR). This, it is argued, provides insights
into an organisation’s value creation over the short, medium
and long term, through assessing six types of capital:
financial, manufactured, intellectual, human, social and
relationship, and natural. These measurements, it is thought,
will give investors, customers, partners and other associates
a deeper understanding of the company’s business model
and long-term drivers of sustainable value creation, and how
these fit into the organisation’s overall strategy.
These metrics form part of the International Integrated
Reporting Framework, launched in December 2013 by the
UK-based International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC),
on which ACCA plays a key role, as does the Pearl Initiative.
As Jessica Fries, an IIRC board member and executive
chairman of The Prince’s Accounting for Sustainability Project
(A4S), said at the meeting: ‘IR offers sustainable business
for a sustainable economy. An organisation’s strategy on a
fundamental level needs to be linked to broader society.’
Feedback from businesses participating in the IIRC’s pilot
programme was that IR led 95% of them to focus on the
right key performance indicators (KPIs); presented 95% with
a better view of their strategy and business models; helped
to connect teams and break down silos (in 93% of cases);
and improved internal processes and produced better datacollection quality (also 93%), said Fries, whose project was
launched by HRH The Prince of Wales.
The event began and ended with an interactive session
held by Imelda Dunlop, executive director, Pearl Initiative,
on the value of transparent IR and what the future uptake
might be. The general consensus was that while companies
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liked the idea, adoption would be a gradual process. Yet,
suggested Fries, the Gulf region has an opportunity to
leapfrog other countries in adopting this reporting system.
The roundtable panel assessed the state of financial
reporting in the Gulf. On the panel were Fries; Fred Sicre,
managing director of investment company Abraaj Group;
KPMG partner Andrew Robinson; Haythem Macki, partner at
GrowthGate Capital; and Abdulla Mahmood, general manager
of marketing and corporate communication, RAK Ceramics.
Moderating the discussion was Lorraine Holleway FCCA,
head of financial reporting at Qatar Shell and chair of ACCA’s
Global Forum for Corporate Reporting.

Sustainability awareness
KPMG’s Robinson said his firm conducts a corporate
sustainability survey of the largest companies in the markets
where it operates. In 2012, the survey included the UAE
for the first time. ‘Only 20 of the 100 companies reported
on sustainability,’ he remarked. ‘It is starting to grow, but
it’s only a small representation. At the same time there is
some excellent best practice. [Those] 20 companies had
documented corporate sustainability strategies and targets –
so a small but high-quality representation.’
Sicre agreed on the slow uptake but huge potential: ‘We’re
facing a situation where companies are not always thinking
about creating corporate value. This represents a great
opportunity for the Pearl Initiative to highlight the benefits
of transparency, corporate governance and IR to those firms
that are already thinking about these issues but have not…
actually produced an integrated report. At the same time,
at the Abraaj Group we see a strong propensity to abide by
global standards in each of the markets where we operate.’
Equally, he noted: ‘It’s important to ensure IR doesn’t
come at the expense of financial returns. Abraaj invests
through the lens of IR thinking, with a view to lowering costs,
looking at new markets and creating value. The more we’re
able to talk about concrete examples and the value this
generates, the more adopters we will see.’
Mahmood added: ‘It’s very important to understand the
concerns of stakeholders and key decision makers within the
organisation and clarify how IR will be of benefit.’
Asked how regional businesses might react to the idea
of publishing both good and bad news, Macki cited recent
bribery allegations among some listed companies in Oman.
‘Because it was transparently reported in the media it didn’t
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▲ GAUGING IR BUY-IN

(Seated left to right): Fred Sicre, Jessica Fries, Andrew Robinson, Haythem Macki, Abdulla Mahmood, Lorraine Holleway

really affect share prices. A lot of private companies have to
report proactively and openly for reputational purposes.’
Robinson agreed it is not simply about issuing a report:
‘Businesses are under constant scrutiny from stakeholders
and the marketplace, and a company’s reputation can be
destroyed overnight. There’s also been a generational change
in many family-owned businesses in the region to adhere
to best practices. They understand it leads to a lower cost
of capital, and the ability to attract both capital and talent.
The primary point is that the board needs to have a strategy
which includes the six capitals within the IR model.’
Mahmood identified social media as another driver to
adopting a forward-thinking reporting model: ‘Organisations
need to be proactively aligned to changing mindsets, and
innovation is the key.’ At the same time, asserted Macki,
companies of a more entrepreneurial nature can be difficult
to convince in terms of adopting a more IR-driven model
because of the time the CEO needs to allocate to it. ‘This is
why such an initiative has to be driven from the top,’ he said.
Within the business culture, particularly in a region with
such a large proportion of family-owned firms, transparent
financial reporting is still not widespread. Less so is the
openness for sharing both good and bad news – a key feature
of IR. ‘We’re talking about social values,’ said Robinson. ‘The

culture [here] is very benevolent towards society, but when
translated into the business environment there is too much
focus purely on financial returns. When looking at ROI [return
on investment], companies need to look at the six capitals.’
Julion Ruwette, UAE-based assistant manager, clean
energy and sustainability services, EY, was optimistic, saying
that while KPMG’s 2012 survey had only a 20% response
rate in the Gulf: ‘In 2014, with all the sustainability initiatives
being launched across the region, it will be double.’
As Fries asserted, the ambition is that IR becomes the
norm, and replaces the more traditional annual reporting,
helped by changing technology reinforcing a shift away from
hard-copy reports prepared once a year. The jury is still out
on how quickly Gulf companies will adopt the IR model. But
with its thirst for embracing international best practices, one
could suggest a case for the region to be an early adopter. ■
Mark Atkinson, journalist based in Dubai
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.theiirc.org
www.pearlinitiative.org
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INSIGHT | MOOCs

MOOC MAGIC

Massive open online courses have the potential to revolutionise university and
professional education programmes, especially if they have real accreditation

E

very year advances in technology improve
manufacturing productivity, lowering prices and
boosting profits. Now a similar process might start
to take hold in education. Internet-based education
– and especially massive open online courses (MOOCs) –
could sharply lower costs and raise quality.
‘It’s been over 900 years since Oxford was founded and
almost 400 years since Harvard was set up,’ points out
Alex Tabarrok, an economics professor at George Mason
University in the US. ‘Yet there has been almost no real
improvement in the productivity of university tuition. It’s still
a very labour-intensive business, with lots of professors and
expensive buildings.’
That is all about to change, he argues, with universities
experimenting with online tuition. In the US, Georgia Tech is
already offering whole programmes online, and FutureLearn,
owned by Britain’s Open University, has partnered with more
than 20 other universities to start offering online courses.
ACCA recently announced it would offer an accredited
business course via the FutureLearn MOOC, developed with
academics at the University of Exeter. Clare Minchington,
ACCA’s executive director for strategy and development, says
ACCA will give credit to those who complete the course and
pass an exam – which will be invigilated at a FutureLearn
centre. ‘So far, many MOOC courses have just been ends
in themselves,’ she says. ‘Giving real recognition towards a
professional qualification is therefore a very important step.’
Yet barriers remain. Most online courses are not
accredited and so do not lead to degrees. With no tangible
prize at the end, nine out of 10 students tend to drop out.
The question is whether such courses can really enter the
education mainstream.
The economic incentives to make MOOCs work are
powerful. Research by former Princeton University president
William Bowen suggests the internet can cut the cost
of courses by between 37% and 57%. And that doesn’t
include the savings from fewer buildings or the elimination
of travel time to them. What’s more, more students can be
taught with almost no extra cost, since no new teachers or
buildings are necessary.
Such savings would be welcome after years of rampant
college price inflation. ‘The soaring cost of university
education has become a potential economic menace,’ says
Neal McCluskey, an education expert at think-tank the
Cato Institute in Washington. ‘Students are emerging from
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university with large debts in the US and Britain, and many
are failing to get good jobs. Poor-value education is also a
drain taxpayers can ill afford at the moment.’ In the US the
cost of a university education has climbed by 72% since
2000, according to educational organisation association the
College Board. Meanwhile the average pay for an American
with a bachelor’s degree has dropped 15%, the UK’s
Institute for Public Policy Research has reported.
Yet cost savings would be a poor bargain if quality
plunged. Online advocates believe this won’t happen and
that results could actually improve. For a start, the higher
MOOC dropout rate appears to reflect the fact that most
courses don’t lead to credits or formal qualifications.
Bowen’s research suggests that when online and
classroom courses are measured head to head – both with
accreditation – the net-based classes perform just as well
in terms of test scores and dropout rates.
Better still, online courses and MOOCs could eliminate
low-quality teaching. ‘At present a brilliant professor can
only teach, at most, a couple of hundred students a day, the
capacity of a large lecture hall,’ says Tabarrok, who has set
up his own online learning site for economics called Marginal
Revolution University. ‘Now the very best educators can reach
more students in a single day than Socrates, or any other
great teacher, could have reached in a lifetime. Education
would move to a more winner-takes-all system, with a few
celebrity professors getting paid more like sports stars.’

300 million lessons a month
One illustration of this star-effect has already been seen
lower down the educational food chain, with the Khan
Academy, which offers more than 4,000 mostly schoollevel micro-lectures. ‘Since few maths teachers can match
Salman Khan’s ability to explain concepts, they might
just have students watch these online courses and then
work through examples with them,’ says McCluskey. Khan
Academy reaches about 10 million students a month,
delivering 300 million lessons.
The other reason to hope for superior outcomes from
online education is that it makes lectures more easily
assessable. ‘It is possible to use two different versions of a
lecture for different groups of students and then measure
which delivered the best test results,’ says Tabarrok. ‘Such
randomised trials, which are hard to carry out in normal
classrooms, can ensure that courses keep improving.’
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▌▌▌‘EDUCATION WOULD MOVE TO A MORE
WINNER-TAKES-ALL SYSTEM, WITH CELEBRITY
PROFESSORS GETTING PAID LIKE SPORTS STARS’
More revolutionary still, artificial intelligence can be
applied to online learning. ‘Systems are emerging that
can detect where students are lacking knowledge or
understanding, and guide them to materials that will fill
the gaps,’ says Tabarrok.
However, not all universities have much incentive to
bring down costs, points out Vance Fried, professor of
entrepreneurship at Oklahoma State University. ‘Unless
colleges are losing students and money, they might not see
the need to offer more value for money,’ he says. ‘At present
there are not enough low-cost options to put pressure on
conventional schools.’ Also, many students and parents see
price as an indicator of quality and so are willing to pay top
dollar, even for mid-ranked colleges.
That is changing, he says, but gradually. First the lowcost options are increasing. In the US, Western Governors
University, for example, offers entire degrees online that
are good quality, while Grace College and Brigham Young
University have been working to increase value for money.
At the same time, as costs have risen, more students are

opting for cheaper options. But the
process may take years to filter through
to mainstream education costs.
It is also far from clear who will be
the dominant providers. Contenders
include EdX, a non-profit MOOC
founded by Harvard and MIT. Yet
prestige institutions might be hobbled. ‘The exclusivity of
a Harvard degree would be compromised if the university
ends up offering too much content for free or making it
available to less famous institutions,’ Tabarrok says. He
believes reputable middle-tier universities are better placed:
‘They will have excellent content and be less constrained
about widespread distribution.’ This, he adds, could up-end
the system. ‘Universities with massive distribution networks
may be able to pay top dollar for the very best teachers.’
Even the most ardent proponents of online education
admit that change will come only gradually. But big changes
could be around the corner. By 2020 education may be both
lower cost and better quality. ■

Christopher Alkan, journalist based in New York
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

For more on ACCA’s partnership with FutureLearn, see
the article in the ACCA section of this edition
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Career boost
What would you like to change about yourself? Talent doctor Rob Yeung advises how to
go about it. Plus, phrases to avoid on your CV and whether salaries are really on the rise

TALENT DOCTOR: CHANGE
I recently coached a manager who had been told for
years that he should listen more. It wasn’t that he
didn’t understand what to do. It was that he had never
managed to put it into practice. But when I taught him a
straightforward technique, he managed it.
What would you really like to change about yourself?
Maybe it’s to be more assertive during meetings, develop
your political savvy or even change something in your
personal life – to eat more healthily, for instance.
Whatever you want to change, here’s how you do it.
I call it the ‘McPlanning’ technique for short, although
in research circles it’s called mental contrasting with
implementation intention planning.

Step 1: Imagine how it looks and feels
Whatever you want, begin by imagining how it would
look and feel if you were to succeed at doing it. Create a
mental movie of how you would appear. What would you
be saying, doing and feeling? The more vividly you can
imagine your words, behaviour and emotions, the greater
your chance of turning your goal into reality.

Step 2: Identify the biggest obstacle
Next, consider what might stop you achieving your goal.
Common obstacles include a lack of time or confidence.
But only you know what the biggest block to you
succeeding in a new behaviour might be.
My client, for example, confessed that the biggest
barrier to listening more attentively was probably that
he deep-down believed that he was usually right. So the
obstacle was his attitude.

Step 4: Figure out your ‘if’ and ‘then’
Finally, turn your goal into an ‘if… then…’ statement. My
client decided that during his Monday morning meeting,
‘if I feel the urge to speak, then I will write down my
thought and wait for a gap in the conversation’.

Step 3: Ask how likely you are to succeed

Remember that small steps add up

Now estimate your probability of achieving your desired
behaviour change.
Be honest. Is this something you will do or something
that you’re probably going to give up on?
If your answer is less than 75%, stop for a moment.
You’re not setting yourself up to succeed. Narrow your
goal and try to do something smaller that you have a
higher chance of achieving.
The manager who wanted to improve his listening
decided that becoming a better listener all of the time
probably wouldn’t happen. However, he could work at
listening more in Monday morning team meetings. Just
for the first half-hour of that meeting, he vowed to absorb
more of what others had to say.
Thinking about this newer goal, he decided that yes,
he felt 90% confident he could achieve it.

You can’t change everything about yourself overnight.
But change one thing at a time and you may find that you
can change rather a lot about yourself over a period of
months. What will you change first?
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Dr Rob Yeung is a psychologist at leadership consulting
firm Talentspace and author of over 20 career and
management books including How To Win: The Argument,
the Pitch, the Job, the Race. He also appears as a
business commentator on BBC, CNBC and CNN news.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.talentspace.co.uk
@robyeung
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BAD LANGUAGE

A recent survey by
CareerBuilder found that
HR and other managers
are turned off by certain
phrases and clichés in CVs.
‘Best of breed’, ‘go-getter’,
‘think outside the box’,
‘synergy’, ‘value add’, ‘team
player’ and many more were
deemed a turn-off. Preferred
terms included ‘achieved’,
‘improved’, ‘trained/
mentored’ and ‘managed’.
The survey also noted that
one in six employers spend
under 30 seconds reviewing
a CV, with the majority,
68%, spending less than
two minutes – this to assess
a person’s work history,
skillset and to garner a
glimpse of character.
Well, if you’re going to use
‘best in breed’ in a CV, you
deserve short-shrift.
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THE PERFECT: AWAY DAY
Company away days – a chance to convene away from the office, to bond the team
through ‘trust’ games, to network internally, learn about what other colleagues do,
locate synergies and plan for the future, all without the interference
of day-to-day duties. It’s a time for minds to fly through blue skies,
build solidarity and plan for the future.
Or, alternatively, an occasion for patronising
and humiliating social experiments
dressed up as ‘team-building’ exercises,
with dull lectures by people with an
inflated sense of self-importance?
Of course, companies aim for the
former, but can end up with the latter.
It’s all in the planning and making sure
attendees are clear on the purpose and
outcomes. An away day should be open
and constructively critical, a time for honesty
without reproach. It’s at such times that a
company can learn more about itself and the
potential of its staff, and vice versa.
A good away day will illuminate the
quotidian and highlight the inefficiencies and
missed potential hidden in plain sight by the opaque
normality of everyday processes and routines.

ON THE UP

Is it finally alright to be
genuinely, confidently
optimistic about jobs and
salary growth – without
lingering scepticism or
over-caution?
According to a recent
salary from Page Personnel,
it would seem so. It found
that 36% of UK finance
professionals expect their
workforce to expand this
year, a 5% rise on 2013.
Some 72% of finance
professionals are also
optimistic that organisations
are able to increase salaries
– that’s an 8% increase on
last year and 5% higher than
the wider industry average.
Which all goes to show
– if there’s one thing that
can always be relied on, it’s
optimism ■
This page is compiled and
edited by Neil Johnson,
editor, ACCACareers.com
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.accacareers.com

THE BIG BREAK
MOHAMMED
AL BUSAIDI ACCA
Mohammed Al Busaidi, a financial
control adviser at BP in Oman, knows
what it means to work at career
progression. All ACCA members have
to dig deep at times to find the strength
to keep going, but few will have gone
as far as Al Busaidi, whose road to
membership included a 500km daily
round trip to attend tuition.
‘It was a very challenging time in my
life,’ he says. ‘I had to compromise a
lot of social commitments. I was mostly
dedicated to my study and work. I didn’t
get much time to sleep as I often got
home very late.’
If you’re looking for a little inspiration,
Al Busaidi’s ACCA story has plenty that
hits the spot. Read our interview with him
at www.accacareers.com.

Al Busaidi’s top career tips

How do you appease a disgruntled
client? Know the expectations and exceed
them with a high level of professionalism.
What’s the first thing you look for in a
potential employee? Positive attitude,

as it is the main tool to gain all other
required skills and knowledge.
How can you acquire new soft skills?
Courses – be close to the masters in
them – and reading and practice.
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One page fits all
Lengthy business plans don’t guarantee success for SMEs,
strategy expert Deri Llewellyn-Davies told a recent ACCA event
Back in 2007, Deri
Llewellyn-Davies completed
the legendary Marathon des
Sables, a gruelling six-day
ultra-marathon through the
Sahara Desert. It’s widely
considered the toughest foot
race on earth.
Racing with LlewellynDavies were a blind man
and a man with one leg. ‘It
made me realise that we can
achieve anything in life,’ he
told delegates at an ACCA
UK event on lean business
planning in February. ‘The
relevance of my adventures
to business were uncanny.
To achieve something like
that you need strategy. But
writing long business plans
doesn’t help with strategy.
You need to to plan quickly,
adapt quickly and execute.’
Llewellyn-Davies, who
is founder and CEO of
business development
consultancy Business
Growth International,
believes that the digital era
has ushered in the ‘most
exciting time in history’
for SMEs. ‘There are two
billion people coming online
over the next two years,’ he
pointed out, adding that
finance is the ‘centre of the
entire strategy piece’.
But he noted that
numbers often baffle
entrepreneurs, who like their
finance people to explain
figures to them in simple
terms. That’s why having
the company’s strategy
summed up on a single page
can be useful for finance
people who need to create
a business plan. It can also
be effective for fundraising
purposes, Llewellyn-Davies
said. He himself raised £6m
over three months by using
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the one-page business plan
that he has developed. The
plan focuses on eight key
areas: the business’s vision,
purpose, values, promise,
market space, USP, growth
indicators and key actions.

Know the purpose
The purpose of a business
is core to what its objectives
are, so it’s important to
ask why the business exists
in the first place. ‘If you
haven’t asked that question,
what is the strategy going to
be about?’ Llewellyn-Davies
reflected. ‘A lot of people
are building the wrong
business. I’m an advocate
of building the right
business, from the right
point of purpose.’

Get verifiable CPD units
by answering questions
on this article at:
www.accaglobal.com/abcpd

BAD STRATEGY
Strategy expert Deri Llewellyn-Davies defines bad
strategy as:
Mistaking a goal for a strategy. A goal is the end
destination. A strategy is the plan for you to get
there.
Failure to face the problem. Many businesses just
stick their heads in the sand and think that they
need to sell more when a key function, such as
operations, may be broken.
To-do list strategy. This is where people go away to
strategy days or strategy meetings, talk tactically
and come away with a big to-do list. A to-do list will
never go away, it will just get bigger and it won’t
achieve a major result.
‘Blue-sky’ strategy. While a blue-sky vision is
important, it is exactly that: a vision, not a strategy.
Fluff masquerading as expertise. A corporate mission
statement is not a strategy. If it doesn’t mean
anything, it’s just fluff.

*
*
*
*
*

▌▌▌HAVING THE COMPANY’S STRATEGY SUMMED
UP ON A SINGLE PAGE CAN BE USEFUL FOR FINANCE
PEOPLE WHO NEED TO CREATE A BUSINESS PLAN
According to LlewellynDavies, purpose consists of
the following:
1 Passion. ‘If we don’t like
what we do, we should do
something else.’
2 Service and values. ‘What
is the true service and
value that we’re giving to
the world? If we’re not
giving service and value,
the business hasn’t
got longevity.’
3 Market opportunity. ‘This
needs to be big enough
that if we have a passion
for something, and we
add service and value,
then we can build the
right business.’
4 Fiscal reward. ‘This needs
to be large enough for an

entrepreneur to build the
lifestyle they choose.’
5 Exit strategy. ‘Exit is about
the entrepreneur planning
their departure and
leaving a legacy.’

What is strategy?
Referring to a dictionary
definition, Llewellyn-Davies
defined strategy as ‘a plan
for obtaining a specific
major result’. He said sales,
marketing, operations,
finance and HR will all look
at strategy from a very
different perspective, as will
people who are visionaries,
so strategy needs to be
viewed as ‘the whole
element’, not as a sum of
component parts. Many

SMEs think they are being
strategic when really they
are being tactical, which he
defined as ‘having a plan for
promoting a desired result’.
The critical word, said
Llewellyn-Davies, is ‘major’.
‘If you do not start with
“major”, you’ve probably got
the wrong strategy.’
Strategy should address
critical issues upfront and
be a plan for a major result.
It also has to be aligned
to the business’s day-to-day
operations. ‘You need to be
able to execute it,’ LlewellynDavies said. ‘If you can’t,
it’s a vision, not a strategy.’
The strategy needs to be
stated simply, so it can be
understood by everyone in
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BGI’S STRATEGY ON A PAGE
Vision

Promise, market
space, USP

Long-term
BGIs

Mid-term
BGIs

Key
BGIs

Purpose

Values

Long-term
strategy

Mid-term
strategy

Key
actions

the business, and divided
into short-term, mediumterm and long-term goals.
Aligning vision, values,
actions, business growth
indicators and company
promise to the purpose
is the secret to creating a
‘killer strategy’, emphasised
Llewellyn-Davies.

Vision and values
A vision is better than
a mission statement,
according to LlewellynDavies because it’s visually
expressive and asks the
question: ‘what does this
look like?’
Values are what the
business stands for.
‘They mean something,’
Llewellyn-Davies said. He
explained that if values
come down from the
board, and if everyone
else in the business lives
by them, this makes for a
harmonious organisation.

When considering their
values, businesses should
remember that people are
both their most valuable
asset and their greatest
expense, so the way in which
they treat their people is key.
Businesses also need to
identify what their company
promise is to all the
stakeholders who come into
contact with it. Everyone
in the company should
understand the promise
because it’s powerful from a
marketing perspective.

Words and actions
Three-year plans are
commonly used as longterm strategies, one-year
plans as medium-term and
one-month plans as shortterm. ‘When you map out a
long-term strategy, bring it
back to the now,’ LlewellynDavies said. ‘Otherwise
it’s futile.’ Great businesses
combine the perspectives

of sales, marketing,
operations, finance and HR
in their strategies.

Growth indicators
Business growth indicators
are the core numbers that
can be used to track how
the business is progressing.
They are also a measure of
strategy. For the indicators
to be effective, finance
needs to work with sales so
that it has figures to feed
into an accurate, up-to-date
cashflow forecast that is live
and checked.

One-page strategy
Getting the plan to fit
on to one page is where
businesses move from
strategic thinking to
strategic execution. It is

bringing the strategy alive.
‘Strategy on a page is
simple and engaging, and
everyone in the company can
buy into it,’ said LlewellynDavies. ‘Everyone in the
company should have a role
that aligns to the strategy on
a day-to-day basis.’ Typically,
it takes three months to
adopt a single-page business
strategy with full execution
extending out to six months.
In the fast-moving world
that we live in, strategy-on-apage methodology is a good
way of reacting to rapidly
changing market conditions,
concluded Llewellyn-Davies.
‘The moment you write
a business plan, it’s out
of date.’ ■
Sally Percy, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Business Growth International
www.bgistrategyonapage.com/ACCA
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O&P and economic value CPD

Get verifiable CPD units
by answering questions
on this article at:
www.accaglobal.com/abcpd

In his second of two articles on organisational and people strategy,
Dr Tony Grundy examines its effect on economic value
Last month, I looked at what
is meant by organisational
and people (O&P) strategy.
This month’s article
examines its impact on
economic value, a key
concern of the accountant.
I defined O&P strategy
in the first article as: ‘the
plans, programmes and
intentions of developing
an organisation to meet
its present and future
competitive challenges in
order to generate superior
economic value’.

behaving in such a novel
* way
that the customer
experience is one of
being cared for as if they
are truly loved.
So how does this matter in
terms of economic value?
There are two main ways in
which O&P strategy can
add value:
1 offensively – through
helping generate
more sales and/or
more margin, either
directly or indirectly
(offensive value).

emphasis on genuinely
caring for its customers;
the kind of people it
deploys, their style and
behaviours are geared
to create a very different
banking experience.
Here the O&P strategy is
inextricably linked with the
brand strategy. This should
lead to acquiring new
customers and increasing
sales to existing customers.
Word of mouth should
also reduce the need for
marketing spend.

she worked there or not
(apparently her shift
hadn’t quite started).
We ordered the wine only
to be told that the list
was the old one.
We ordered what we
thought was the ‘big
paella for two’. The
waitress took our order
as ‘two paellas’. My wife
wasn’t sure that this
was correct. I was sent
to check. It turned out
this was a smaller paella
with a free glass of wine;
when I asked about this
the waitress said that
I had ‘confused her’.
I explained that I had
gone by the menu and
not by the offer that was
written on a chalkboard
outside and that they had
confused us.
At no stage did anyone
ask ‘how is your food?’,
only ‘are you done?’
The tip was automatically
added.
No-one bothered to
say goodbye.
I have not even mentioned
the paella; even if it had
been the best in the country
we wouldn’t be going back.
In this case, the ‘product’
was almost peripheral; it was
all about the experience, and
it is largely people that make
experience. Understand this
and you get a key insight
into economic value.

*
*

*
*
*

▲ THE VALUE OF POLICING

A close examination of West Midlands Police’s O&P strategy
helped put a value on its learning and development

*
*
*

So O&P strategy is about:
building distinctive
capabilities
supporting growth
ensuring that the
organisation develops
and changes to deliver
the competitive strategy
and accomplishes this
at speed
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2 defensively – through
avoiding losing sales and/
or more margin, either
directly or indirectly
(defensive value).

Value through people
In last month’s article I
mentioned how Metrobank
has placed a strong

Where customer service
is not good, then it is a
certainty the economic
value will be destroyed. For
example, on my second
wedding anniversary I was
told about a restaurant
that specialised in paella.
I booked for two. The
experience was damaged by
the following:
When we arrived the
lady who welcomed us
was unsure whether

*

Human acts
At bottom, many value
drivers boil down to human
behaviour. I would be
amazed if that restaurant
was still open in a year’s
time. Only the least
discriminating customers
will venture back – there
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won’t be regulars, nor
positive word of mouth,
and they will need lots of
‘special offers’.
The root cause of this
problem seems to have
been the lack of investment
in hiring, training and
motivating staff to a
sufficient level to come over
as waiters and waitresses of
a medium-priced restaurant.
No doubt the owner has
made a cost budget set
in isolation from what the

*
*
*

to marketing and
brand strategy.
Identify the possible O&P
resources that will deliver
that – while minimising
the cost (but not in an
unenlightened way).
Identify the specific ways
in which that resource
mix will add offensive and
defensive value.
Estimate the extra value
that will add, and any
extra costs entailed (eg
training and processes,

development said to me: ‘I
wish we could put a financial
value on our learning
and development.’ So we
looked at emergency driving
training, advanced murder
investigation interview
skills, and training in
physical arrests.
As the time horizon for
applying skills averaged
about two to five years, there
was no pressing need for
worrying about discounted
cashflow, so we worked

▌▌▌O&P STRATEGY IS LINKED WITH THE BRAND
STRATEGY. THIS SHOULD LEAD TO ACQUIRING NEW
CUSTOMERS AND INCREASING SALES TO EXISTING ONES

47

the case of physical arrest
training, the (quantified)
value drivers included:
injuries to members of
the public avoided
injuries to police staff
avoided (a big one)
without full training police
might be more hesitant
about making arrests
and this would affect
public perception and
undermine confidence;
the force would pay a lot
to avoid this
without this training
officers would not
know the operating
processes, so this could
lead to complaints and
higher costs
defensive value. There
was an ‘insurance value’
in reducing the chances
of serious injury/death;
very rare, but damaging
and costly
without this training
police officer attrition
would be much higher.
These value drivers (and
others) were a ‘value tree’,
and for each one the value
indicators were identified;
ie types of evidence that
value had been created and
these were either estimated
using past data, expert
opinion forums (‘Delphi’
sessions), or through ‘whatif’ modelling of what could
go much better or go wrong,
led by myself and realitychecked with senior officers.
This was challenging but
exciting work and underlines
how accountants can spread
their wings in the quest for
economic value. ■

*
*
*

*

*
restaurant’s positioning is
and its brand values, its
marketing strategy, and the
overall vision of what the
customer experience should
be like.
So one of the important
lessons from these cases is
that the HR budget should
never be seen strictly in
cost centre/cost control/
headcount control-only
terms, but should be
matched with economic
value creation.
Another is that if you
try to achieve two rather
different strategies at
once – in this case, product
differentiation and a low-cost
strategy – it is very unlikely
to work. In the desire to
control costs, customer
value is destroyed and you
will feel this in lost sales and
margins. Research suggests
it is usually at least five
times as expensive to acquire
a new customer as it is to
avoid customer attrition.
So O&P strategy needs to
be managed strategically to
generate economic value. The
implications are as follows:
Define your vision for
the customer experience
of your products
and services – linked

*

mentoring, team
building, attracting and
retaining talent, resource
deployment and planning
future capabilities).
Draw up business cases
to justify this.
In effect, people investment
is not considered in isolation
but as an inextricable part
of the whole ‘business value
system’ – ie ‘the organic
network of value-creating
activities that combine to
generate much more value
than the sum of the parts’.
By ‘organic’ I mean
‘growing’ and also
‘dynamic’, in the sense
that the ‘business value
system’ is probably a more
useful concept than just the
‘business model’, which has
more static connotations.
This is a multifunctional
job and one that is not just
the HR director’s role. The
input of the finance director
is essential to target and
estimate economic value.
The rest of this article
focuses on just that.

*

Targeting that value
Let us take as a case study
the UK’s West Midlands
Police. Some years ago the
director of learning and

in pure cashflow (officers
moved on to other things).
We developed a simple
metric of the ‘value-to-cost
ratio’ (VTCR) as the net
value of cashflows over the
benefit period divided by the
investment cost. Without an
exhaustive estimation of all
the value drivers we came
up with ratios in the region
of 8 to 20 (20 in advanced
interview techniques; for
murder investigations, which
are extremely expensive, any
shortening of their time has
huge cost savings).

Business case
This environment for
assessing these intangibles
was extremely challenging
as data was sparse, officers
were unused to thinking
this way, and there was
no real price mechanism
for assessing the value
the public would put on a
better service or avoiding a
worse one. Nevertheless, the
business cases were solid. In

*

Dr Tony Grundy is an
independent consultant
and trainer, and lectures at
Henley Business School
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.tonygrundy.com
For previous Tony Grundy articles on strategy and
management theories, visit www.accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Beware of the spreadsheet
David Parmenter argues that the use of large spreadsheets for reporting, forecasting
and planning should be abandoned because of their susceptibility to error
Spreadsheets have no place
in forecasting, budgeting
and reporting routines. A
spreadsheet is a great tool
for creating static graphs
for a report or designing
and testing a reporting
template; what it is not,
and should never have
been, is a building block
for your organisation’s
reporting, forecasting or
planning systems.

Rule of 100
If you can build a
forecasting, reporting
or planning model in a
spreadsheet and keep it
under 100 rows, you can do
so without much risk. But
pass this threshold and you
expose yourself, your finance
team and the organisation.
Forecasting requires
a robust tool, not a
spreadsheet built by an
innovative accountant
that no one can now
understand. I always ask in
my workshops: ‘Who has a
massive spreadsheet written
by someone else and prays
before using it?’ You can
see the pain in the instant
response.
Most people know
that whoever built the
spreadsheet was not trained
in operational systems
design. The workbook will be
a collage of evolving logic
that only the originator has
a chance of understanding.
Often, the main
hurdle is the finance
team’s reluctance to
divorce themselves from
spreadsheets. It has been
a long and comfortable
marriage, albeit one that has
limited the finance team’s
performance.
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Error-prone
Senior managers are often
blissfully unaware of the
risks they take every time
they rely on information
from large spreadsheets.
They generate a high level of
errors, the most common of
which are:
Broken links or formulae.
An individual might add
or eliminate a row or
column so that, when a
group of spreadsheets
is rolled up, the master
spreadsheet takes the
wrong number from the
one modified incorrectly.
Consolidation errors.
Often, a spreadsheet
will lock up or show
a screen full of ‘REF’
errors because it was
not designed to handle
a roll-up of dozens of
worksheets.
Data entry errors.
Entering the wrong
number can happen
in any process,
but spreadsheetbased systems often
require information
to be rekeyed, which
can produce data

NEXT STEPS
1 Log all spreadsheets used by the finance team that
have more than 100 rows.
2 Identify tools that work well with your general ledger.
3 Make sure all members of finance understand
the weaknesses of spreadsheets – email me
(parmenter@waymark.co.nz) for a full list.

*

*

*

*

inconsistencies. A
spreadsheet might use an
out-of-date look-up table,
or an entry might have
been inadvertently or
mistakenly overwritten.
Incorrect formulae. A
subtotal might omit one
or more rows or columns.
An individual might
overwrite a formula,
believing their own to be
more accurate, or use an
outdated spreadsheet.
Allocation models might
not allocate 100% of the
costs, or use inconsistent
allocation methods.

Poor version control.
* The
use of outdated

*

spreadsheets is common.
Lack of corporate office
control. Many people
in a business can use
spreadsheets to create
their own forecasts at a
ridiculous level of detail.
This can lead, as a friend
once said to me, ‘to
the march of a million
spreadsheets’.

■

David Parmenter is a
writer and presenter on
measuring, monitoring and
managing performance
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.davidparmenter.com
www.davidparmenter.com/courses
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Equity accounting was
originally used as a
consolidation technique for
subsidiaries at a time when
acquisition accounting was
considered inappropriate
because it showed assets
and liabilities not owned by
the reporting entity.
The equity method
evolved as a basis of
reporting the performance
of subsidiaries partly
as it was seen as more
appropriate than cost.
International consensus on
the equity method eventually
led to an amended EU
directive to require the use
of equity accounting for
associates of an investor.
Some European countries
questioned this amendment
on the basis that it did not
use acquisition accounting
principles to account for
subsidiaries.

What’s the point?
In short, equity accounting
has a long history and is
currently used to account
for associates and joint
ventures. However, IAS 28,
Investments in Associates
and Joint Ventures, does not
state what equity accounting
is trying to portray. Under
the equity method, on initial
recognition the investment
in an associate or a joint
venture is recognised at
cost, and the carrying
amount increased or
decreased to recognise the
investor’s share of the profit
or loss of the investee after
the date of acquisition.
Many of the principles
applied in the equity
method are similar to the
consolidation procedures
described in IFRS 10,

Vexed concept
Uncomfortable questions are surfacing about the purpose and the
nature of the equity method of accounting. Graham Holt explains

▌▌▌THERE ARE SOME DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EQUITY
AND CONSOLIDATION ACCOUNTING THAT MAY GIVE A
DIFFERENT RESULT, INCLUDING ACQUISITION COSTS
Consolidated Financial
Statements. For example,
under equity accounting,
profits are eliminated on
intergroup transactions only
to the extent of an investor’s
interest. This reflects a
proprietary perspective to
consolidation, as opposed
to the entity perspective of
IFRS 10.
Although IAS 28 does not
specifically state that IFRS
3, Business Combinations,
should be applied to an
acquisition of an investee, it
does refer to the acquisition
accounting principles in
IFRS 3. For example, IAS
28 requires that goodwill

relating to an associate or a
joint venture is included in
the carrying amount of the
investment. Amortisation of
goodwill is not permitted.

Dual approach
Equity accounting reflects
a measurement approach
as well as a consolidation
approach. For example,
losses in excess of carrying
value are not recognised
in most circumstances
– after the investor or
joint venturer’s interest is
reduced to zero, a liability is
recognised only to the extent
that the investor or joint
venturer has incurred legal

or constructive obligations
or made payments on
behalf of the investee.
The basis for conclusions
in IAS 28 refers to the
equity method as a way to
measure an investment in
an associate and a joint
venture. Thus, questions
can be raised as to whether
equity accounting is a type
of financial instruments
valuation accounting or a
one-line consolidation.
There are a number
of differences between
consolidation and equity
accounting that may give a
different result, including
acquisition costs and

»
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loss-making subsidiaries. In
the consolidated financial
statements, acquisition
costs on a business
combination are expensed in
the period they are incurred,
but included in the cost
of investment for equity
accounting. The consolidated
financial statements include
full recognition of losses
of a subsidiary, but under
equity accounting an entity
discontinues recognising
losses once its share of the
losses equals or exceeds
its interest.
Recent developments
have helped preparers
understand the thinking
behind the equity method.
In December 2012, the
International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB)
published two exposure
drafts for amending IAS

28 – IAS 28, Equity Method:
Share of Other Net Asset
Changes, and IAS 28,
Sales or Contributions of
Assets between an Investor
and its Associate or Joint
Venture. The first dealt with
how an investor should
recognise its share of
changes in net assets of
an investee not recognised
in comprehensive income,
while the second dealt with
the inconsistency between
IFRS 10 and IAS 28 dealing
with the sale or contribution
of assets between an
investor and its investee.
There appears to be
significant diversity in
the way the
equity method
is applied in

practice mainly because of
the two different concepts
of measurement and
consolidation underpinning
the method. The proposed
amendments did not
address this issue and
were seen as a short-term
measure. Respondents felt
it was important for the
IASB to establish a clear
conceptual basis for the
equity method.

Separate statements
Some jurisdictions require
equity accounting to
be used in the separate
financial statements
of the parent company
for investments in
associates, joint ventures
and subsidiaries. IAS
27, Separate Financial
Statements, does
not currently
permit this
as the
option was
removed for
investments
in separate
financial
statements
in 2003. The
IASB has been asked to
restore this option and
issued an exposure draft
in December 2013 entitled
Equity Method in Separate
Financial Statements
(Proposed amendments to
IAS 27). The draft also
requires the change
to be applied
retrospectively if
the entity elects
to use the equity
method.
Retrospective
application for
associates and
joint ventures may
not be a problem as

▌▌▌AN ENTITY COULD ACCOUNT FOR INVESTMENTS IN
SUBSIDIARIES WITH THE EQUITY METHOD, ASSOCIATES
UNDER IFRS 9, AND JOINT VENTURES AT COST
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the equity accounting used
in an entity’s separate
financial statements
would be consistent with
its consolidated financial
statements. However, there
may be a problem with
investments in subsidiaries
in areas such as impairment
testing and foreign exchange.
There is some doubt
about the objective
of separate financial
statements, as they are not
required in International
Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS). In general,
they are required by local
regulations or other financial
statement users. IAS 27
points out that the focus of
such statements is on the
financial performance of the
assets as investments.
IAS 27 does not mandate
which entities must produce
separate financial statements
for public use. It applies
when an entity prepares
separate financial statements
that comply with IFRS.
Currently, financial
statements in which the
equity method is applied
are not separate financial
statements. Similarly, the
financial statements of an
entity that does not have a
subsidiary, associate or joint
venturer’s interest in a joint
venture are not separate
financial statements.
When an entity
prepares separate financial
statements, investments in
subsidiaries, associates and
jointly controlled entities
are accounted for at cost
or in accordance with IFRS
9, Financial Instruments.
Investments accounted for
at cost and classified as
held for sale are accounted
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method is that it simply
reflects information already
given in the consolidated
financial statements and the
introduction of additional
accounting policy options
reduces the comparability
of financial information.
Further it is felt that the
IASB should investigate
current practice in countries
with experience in applying
the equity method before
approving the change.

Sowing confusion

for in accordance with
IFRS 5, Non-current
Assets Held for Sale
and Discontinued
Operations.
If an entity elects,
as permitted by IAS 28, to
measure its investments in
associates or joint ventures
at fair value through profit
or loss in accordance with
IFRS 9, it has to account
for them in the same way
in its separate financial
statements. At present,
therefore, companies have
to elect under IFRS to
measure their investments
in associates, joint ventures
and subsidiaries either
at cost or to treat the
investment as a financial
instrument. The proposed
third option will lead to
diversity in practice but
perhaps more importantly,
it raises the question about
the nature and purpose of
equity accounting.
Respondents to the
IASB exposure drafts are
generally not in favour
of introducing accounting
policy options in IFRS. The

proposed
change to
IAS 27 will align
the accounting principles
across boundaries but
some respondents feel
that the use of the equity
method in separate financial
statements is inappropriate
because the proposed
amendment lacks a
conceptual basis.
If the main objective
of the proposals is to
improve the relevance
of information, then the
IASB should first clarify
what the equity method
purports to achieve. The
basis of the argument of
respondents opposing the
introduction of the equity

The proposals could be seen
as creating confusion about
the purpose and nature
of the separate financial
statements. Apart from the
single-line presentation,
consolidation rules would
apply, so additional
questions are raised about
the purpose and the nature
of the equity method.
The IASB feels including
this option in IAS 27
would not involve any
additional procedures
because the information
can be obtained from
the consolidated financial
statements by applying
IFRS 10 and IAS 28. Under
the present proposals in
the exposure draft, an
entity could account for its
investments in subsidiaries
using the equity method, its
associates under IFRS 9 and
its joint ventures at cost.
The proposed amendment
affects IAS 28, which makes
it imperative to consider
whether any consequential
amendments reflect the
intention of the amendment
to IAS 27. ■
Graham Holt is director of
professional studies at the
accounting, finance and
economics department at
Manchester Metropolitan
University Business School
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.ifrs.org
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Compromise agreed
Fewer EU companies than initially proposed will have to disclose non-financial
information under amendments to the fourth and seventh accounting directives

A compromise between
the European Parliament
and the European Union
(EU) Council of Ministers
in February over new nonfinancial reporting rules
will insist that many of
the largest EU companies
disclose their impact and
policies on the environment,
social and employee-related
matters, human rights, anticorruption and bribery.
MEPs and ministers
agreed these duties would
fall on all publicly listed
companies, plus credit
institutions and insurance
companies that are not
listed, says Dutch green
MEP Judith Sargentini, who
provided input to
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the draft law on behalf
of the parliament’s
development committee.
The European
Commission had proposed
in April 2013 that all EU
companies with more
than 500 employees
disclose this additional
information, even if they
are private and unlisted.
So instead of 18,000
companies being caught
by the new requirement,
which will be introduced
as an amendment to the
EU’s fourth and seventh
accounting directives on
annual and consolidated
accounts, the change will
now affect only about 6,000
companies in the EU.

▲ SUPPLY CHAINS

The Rana Plaza tragedy in Dhaka, Bangladesh, in 2013 exposed
the need to regulate and report on international supply chains
The limiting of the
new law to these so-called
‘public interest entities’
disappointed the European
Commission, whose
officials told Accounting and
Business it wanted more
ambition built into the
amendments. ‘Nevertheless
this still doubles the
number [of reporting
companies] compared
to current voluntary
reporting arrangements,
representing an important
step forward,’ says British
Labour MEP Richard Howitt,
who provided input to the

proposals for the draft
measures on behalf of the
parliament’s employment
and social affairs committee.
Also Fabrizio Capogrosso,
assistant to the Italian
centre-right MEP Raffaele
Baldassarre, who
coordinated the parliament’s
plenary session votes on
the law, notes one change
means that ‘the risks on
which the undertakings
will have to report on [will
now] also concern their
supply chains, not only their
products per se’. He says
that this was a response
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to international supply
chain weaknesses, such
as those exposed by last
year’s Rana Plaza tragedy
in Bangladesh, where more
than 1,000 workers died in a
textile factory plant collapse.
The factory belonged to a
supplier producing clothing
for European companies.
According to Marzena
Rembowski, assistant to
UK Liberal Democrat MEP
Rebecca Taylor, another
difference between what
Brussels proposed in April
last year and the final
shape of the legislation is
that it tells the European
Commission to provide
guidance on the nonfinancial reporting models
companies should use.
This advice would come by
2018, two years after the
directive comes into effect.
The European Commission
wanted to give companies a
free choice on choosing how
they would report on nonfinancial issues.
But the legislation is
clear: from 2017 onwards,
public interest entities with
500+ employees will have to
provide in their management
report or in a separate public
statement a brief description
of their business model,
alongside information on
environmental, social,
employee, human rights,
anti-corruption and bribery
matters. The companies
affected would also have
to explain what processes
they have put in place to
comply with laws regulating
these issues. They would
also have to address ‘the
principal risks related to
these matters linked to the
undertaking’s operations,
including where relevant and
proportionate its business
relationships, products or
services which are likely to
cause adverse impacts in
those areas and how the
undertaking manages
those risks’.

Under the deal, Brussels
will have until July 2018 to
consider whether it should
introduce a new obligation
for companies to report
annually on the profits made
in each country where they
operate, as well as on taxes
paid on profits and on public
subsidies received.
Meanwhile, auditors will
have to check whether the
non-financial information
required by the current
draft measures has been
provided, but not to assess
whether it is accurate.
‘The principal target
groups of this directive
are investors and civil
society organisations; they
are better positioned to
check [the information],’
Capogrosso explains.
According to him, it is
up to these two sets of
professionals to check if
there are inconsistencies
between the financial
information provided and
the non-financial information
available in the management
report, although there
is no requirement in the
legislation that investors
and campaign groups
should act in this way. ‘This
is something that would
go beyond the tasks of an
auditor,’ he adds.

Suitable sanctions
According to the European
Commission, EU member
states have the power under
the law to require such
information to be verified by
an independent assurance
services provider. Each
country also needs to come
up with sanctions it would
impose in case companies
do not comply with the
new measures.
There is one case where
companies could require
an exemption not to report
on some of these matters.
‘It is not compulsory for a
company to provide this,
if such information would

be seriously prejudicial to
the commercial position
of the company, so long as
excluding this information
does not make the report
unfair or imbalanced,’
explains Howitt. ‘This “safe
harbour” clause is in line
with existing company
legislation and I hope will not
prejudice the implementation
of the final directive.’
Despite the
comprehensive nature of
the law, some experts argue
it will not bring sweeping
changes in reporting. Wim
Bartels, global head of
sustainability reporting and
assurance at KPMG, says a
2013 report by his firm on
the state of sustainability
reporting worldwide found
that 75% of the companies
present in 16 EU countries
disclosed non-financial
information. ‘I would expect
therefore limited additional
accounting burden on
the companies that are
now required to report
in line with the proposed
legislation,’ he says.
With the draft measures
introducing only generic
reporting areas without
detailed indicators,
companies have also been
given sufficient flexibility in
the way they will do it, which
means they will be able to
avoid any further accounting
duties, according to Bartels.
When it comes to
accounting rules at national
level, ‘the actual changes
will be limited as the
current rules for accounting
for environmental and
social matters in most EU
countries are isolated and
limited – Denmark and
France are exceptions to
this’, he explains.
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Some other EU member
countries, such as Spain,
Sweden and Britain,
have already amended
their national rules to
include requirements on
non-financial disclosure,
according to Gordon Hewitt,
sustainability adviser
at ACCA. Non-financial
disclosure is covered by
ACCA in its qualification,
he says, so ‘all ACCA
students are made aware of
these matters’.
ACCA announced on
8 January that it was
introducing integrated
reporting into its
qualification. Compared
to what the EU is expected
to enact following the
agreement on the nonfinancial disclosure draft
measures, ‘integrated
reporting is a step ahead,
and is about the integration
of financial, environmental,
social and other information
in a comprehensive and
coherent manner’, the
European Commission
explained last year when it
tabled the draft proposal.
With the EU Council of
Ministers having cast its
vote on the new measures,
the European Parliament is
expected to vote on them as
well in a plenary meeting on
15 April – after this issue of
Accounting and Business goes
to press. This will clear the
way for the new measures
to be published in the EU’s
Official Journal. The clock
will then start ticking for
EU member countries to
apply the requirements in
their national laws within
two years. ■
Carmen Paun, journalist
based in Brussels
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

The EU single market – non-financial reporting:
http://tinyurl.com/c7zsekc
www.accaglobal.com/advisory
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Technical update
A monthly round-up of the latest
developments in financial reporting,
audit, taxation and legislation from
the European Union, the OECD
and elsewhere

► GAME ON

Video game makers with a distinctively British twist
will be eligible for tax breaks from the UK government

FINANCIAL REPORTING
PRESENTATION OF
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The International Accounting
Standards Board has issued
for comment ED/2014/1,
Disclosure Initiative: Proposed
amendments to IAS 1
Presentation of Financial
Statements. It is open for
comment until 23 July.
The proposed
amendments intend to:
‘Clarify the materiality
requirements in IAS 1,
including an emphasis
on the potentially
detrimental effect of
overwhelming useful
information with
immaterial information.
Clarify that specific line
items in the statement(s)
of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income
and the statement of
financial position can be
disaggregated.
Add requirements for
how an entity should
present subtotals in
the statement(s) of
profit or loss and other
comprehensive income

*

*

*
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and the statement of
financial position.
Clarify that entities
have flexibility as to
the order in which they
present the notes, but
also emphasise that
understandability and
comparability should be
considered by an entity
when deciding that order.
Remove potentially
unhelpful guidance in
IAS 1 for identifying a
significant accounting
policy.’
The consultation can be
found at http://tinyurl.
com/l4nmzme

*

*

Glenn Collins, head of
technical advisory, ACCA UK

EUROPEAN UNION
SAVINGS TAX DIRECTIVE
APPROVED
European Union (EU)
member states hope to
follow up their approval of
an EU directive preventing
savings accounts being
used for tax evasion, with
a similar deal with non-EU
Switzerland. EU taxation

commissioner Alrgirdas
Šemeta said that an
agreement on automatic
exchange of information
between Switzerland and
EU countries is expected
‘by the end of the year’.
The directive says that
if an EU citizen has a
savings account in another
EU country than their
country-of-residence,
and earns interest on
those savings, local
tax authorities would
automatically send that
information to his
or her country of residence,
which would tax that
interest.
The breakthrough
came after six years of
negotiations, which had
largely been blocked by
Austria and Luxembourg,
who have strong traditions
of bank confidentiality
and in the Grand Duchy’s
case, a robust financial
sector. ‘I commend Austria
and Luxembourg for their
decision to move on the
savings directive which
facilitated today’s adoption,’
said Šemeta. The EU also

wants to strike a deal on
savings tax information with
mini-states Liechtenstein,
Monaco, Andorra and San
Marino.
More at: http://tinyurl.
com/eutaxdirective

VAT REFORM
CONSULTATION ENDS

The European Commission
(EC) has ended a six-month
consultation on potential
reforms to EU rules on
public sector VAT, including
special rules for public
bodies and tax exemptions
allowed in the public
interest. Brussels staged two
studies and a conference,
mobilising a VAT expert
group. Its consultation
ended on 25 April. For more
details, see: http://tinyurl.
com/ecvatreform

EC MAY SUE IRELAND
OVER TAXATION

The Irish government
has been threatened
with legal action by the
EC unless it reforms its
taxation of ‘termination
payments’ – lump sums
paid to employees leaving
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a company. These are taxed
at a lower rate for Irelandbased companies within a
multinational group, than
for group companies based
elsewhere in the EU.
Brussels argues this
is illegal discrimination
against people working for
non-Ireland EU companies,
and wants the tax made the
same for all EU companies
within multinational groups.
If Ireland does not show
how it plans to remedy
the problem by June, the
Commission may take
it to the European Court
of Justice.
More information at:
http://tinyurl.com/
lumpsumtax

UK VIDEO GAMES TAX
BREAK APPROVED

The British government
has been permitted by
the EC to grant tax breaks
to video game makers in

the UK who make games
with a distinctively British
cultural twist. Potentially
creating a EU state aid law
precedent, EU competition
commissioner Joaquín
Almunia said the break
would focus on ‘distinctive,
culturally British games
which have increasing
difficulties to find private
financing’.
More information at:
http://tinyurl.com/
gamestaxbreak

LUXEMBOURG FACES
PATENT TAX PROBE

The Luxembourg
government has been
asked to provide detail
of the tax decisions it
has made regarding an
80% tax exemption
for profits made from
intellectual property
rights such as patents,
trademarks, designs,
models, internet domain

names and software
copyrights.
The EC is worried that the
Grand Duchy is abusing the
system to grant
tax benefits to a select
group of companies,
regardless of how much
research they undertake.
Such positive discrimination
might break EU subsidy
rules creating a level
playing field for companies
competing in the EU.
More details at: http://
tinyurl.com/pk884ha

EU FUNDS IFRS
FOUNDATION

The EU will continue
funding the International
Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS)
Foundation and
the Public Interest Oversight
Board (PIOB) until
2020 and the European
Financial Reporting Advisory
Group (EFRAG) until
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2016. The EU will annually
pay €4.3m to the IFRS
Foundation; €300,000
to the PIOB; and €3.4m
to EFRAG.

EU RISK-TAKER PAY
RULES APPROVED

The EC has defined EU
financial institution risktakers whose variable
remuneration (such as
bonuses) can usually
not exceed their regular
pay, under an EU regulation
that came into force
on 1 January 2014.
Brussels’ new technical
guidance explains how
much authority staff must
have over a company or
how much they must earn
to be deemed a ‘risk-taker’.
For instance, their total
annual pay would exceed
€500,000. More at: http://
tinyurl.com/pemtabd ■
Keith Nuthall, journalist
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Money, money, money
On 22 August 1994, two
retired musicians, Bill
Drummond and Jimmy
Cauty, flew to Jura in the
Inner Hebrides off the
west coast of Scotland.
They brought with them a
cameraman, a journalist
(Jim Reid of The Observer)
and 20,000 £50 notes,
bundled and tightly wrapped
in plastic bags. A million
pounds. (It’s worth about
£1.5m or $2.5m in today’s
money.) Drummond and
Cauty had, it is said,
emptied their bank accounts
to put the money together.
In the early hours of
the next morning, the four
men travelled to a remote
boathouse, and with the rain
hammering down outside,
Cauty and Drummond
made a small pile of
these bundles of notes
while the others acted as
witnesses. Drummond and
Cauty stripped out a £50
note each, lit them with a
cigarette lighter and set the
rest of the money ablaze.
When the dense blocks of
cash would not catch, they
pulled out the notes three
or four at a time, crumpled
them and threw them on the
fire. The whole job took a
couple of hours.

What a waste!
You think so? Plenty of others
thought so too. Drummond
and Cauty, formerly of the
hugely successful band The
KLF, caused outrage. They
saw their action as an artistic
statement. The art world
didn’t seem to agree. What
most people did agree on
was that whether motivated
by art, a desire for attention,
or some rock-and-roll
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sense of excess, Cauty and
Drummond had committed a
dreadful waste of resources.
The Observer article in which
Jim Reid described what
he witnessed finished with
a list of what £1m could
have bought, including
‘RWANDA – 2,702 kits which
will feed a total of 810,810
people’ and ‘HOMELESS
– B&B accommodation for
68 families for one year
in London or 106 families
outside London’.

CV

Economist and broadcaster Tim Harford explains why burning a million pound notes
isn’t necessarily the senseless waste it might at first seem

Tim Harford is a senior columnist
for the Financial Times. His
writing has also appeared in
Men’s Health, Esquire, Forbes, New
York Magazine, Wired, The Washington
Post, The New York Times, The Guardian
and The Sunday Times. His previous books
include The Logic of Life, The Undercover
Economist and Adapt, Why Success Always
Starts With Failure. Harford is a visiting
fellow at Nuffield College, Oxford. He also
presents the popular BBC Radio 4 show
More or Less and Pop Up Ideas.

▌▌▌THEY PULLED OUT THE NOTES THREE OR FOUR AT
A TIME, CRUMPLED THEM AND THREW THEM ON THE
FIRE. THE WHOLE JOB TOOK A COUPLE OF HOURS
When Drummond and
Cauty appeared as guests
on a television chat show,
Ireland’s The Late Late Show,
hosted by Gay Byrne, they
got a hostile reception as
they discussed their ‘art’.
There were sharp questions
from Byrne, and the studio
audience were furious at
the senseless destruction.
Couldn’t the men have
given the money to a good
cause instead?
Drummond protested:
‘If we’d gone and spent the
money on swimming pools
or Rolls-Royces, I don’t think
people would be upset. It’s
because we’ve burned it that
people are upset. And I know
that this is a kind of corny
thing to say and it doesn’t
really stand up, but seeing
as you’re talking about the
charity angle... us burning
that money doesn’t mean
there’s any less loaves of
bread in the world, any less
apples, any less anything.

The only thing that’s less is
a pile of paper.’
At that point, Byrne
challenged Drummond and
said that there could have
been more apples or bread
in the world if they had
used the money wisely. The
audience applauded Byrne
and jeered Drummond as he
tried to continue.

You’re going to tell
me Byrne was wrong
and Drummond was
correct. Am I right?
You are indeed. The simplest
way to see that is to ask
how much it would have
cost the Bank of England
to print £1m to replace
what Drummond and Cauty
incinerated. Based on what
I can glean from the Bank
of England (who are slightly
coy, but say it’s ‘a few
pence’ per banknote) and
from information published
by the US Federal Reserve,
the cost of printing 20,000

£50 notes would have been
no more than £2,000. When
Drummond said that his
own argument ‘doesn’t really
stand up’, he was mistaken;
it stands up perfectly.
And when he said that he
hadn’t destroyed bread or
apples, only paper, he was
absolutely right. All he and
Cauty had destroyed was
£2,000 worth of paper.
In fact, far from
committing a senseless
waste of resources that
could have gone to the needy,
Drummond and Cauty had
made a little gift to every one
of their fellow countrymen.
Instead of being outraged,
people should have been
thanking them.

Thanking them?
For what?
Think about what happens
every time the Bank of
England prints extra
banknotes. If there’s not
enough demand for goods
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in the form of slightly lower
prices, to everybody in the
world who owned some
British pounds.

What a shame
Drummond didn’t
call you for some
media training

and services to match
the potential supply (and
if sticky prices prevent
adjustment), then the
extra money should mean
more demand for existing
resources at the same price.
But if people are already
demanding everything
that’s being supplied in the
economy, then prices will
have to rise instead.
Flip the scenario round.
If Drummond and Cauty
were burning money in an
economy already suffering
from deficient demand, then
they were making a bad
situation worse. (Even then,
the Bank of England could

push a button at any time
and reverse the damage, at a
printing cost of a couple of
thousand pounds.) But if, as
is more likely, Drummond and
Cauty were burning money
in an economy where supply
and demand balanced out,
the resulting effect is simple
to describe: average prices in
the economy would drop.
They wouldn’t drop
much, it must be admitted.
Drummond and Cauty burned
£1m at a time when there
were £18,000m of notes and
coins in the hands of private
individuals and companies.
That number fluctuated
by hundreds of millions

of pounds from month to
month. So the effect of
Drummond and Cauty’s ‘art’
was probably undetectable.
Still, it was there in principle:
something that cost £180
would, on average, have its
price lowered by one penny
as a result of the money
burning. By shrinking the
money supply by £1m,
Drummond and Cauty had
effectively given £1m away,

I doubt that would have
helped – it’s a counterintuitive case to make. The
fundamental problem is
that when we think about
money, we instinctively think
about individual purchasing
power – about all the things
that we could buy if we had
that money. But from the
point of view of society as
a whole, things don’t work
like that. Drummond and
Cauty destroyed £1m worth
of their purchasing power.
But they didn’t destroy £1m
worth of society’s resources.
Logically speaking, if you
destroy your own purchasing
power, but not society’s
purchasing power as a
whole, then you must have
given your purchasing power
away – which is exactly what
Drummond and Cauty did.
If you’re going to be
in charge of an economy,
you need to get out of
this instinctive habit of
thinking about ‘money’ as
being equivalent to ‘things
you could buy with the
money’. For an individual,
it is; for a society, it’s not.
As PJ O’Rourke once said,
micro-economics is about
the money you don’t have,
while macro-economics is
about the money that the
government is out of. And
that’s a different kind of
money altogether. ■
Copyright © Tim Harford
2013
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

This article is an extract from The Undercover Economist
Strikes Back (Little, Brown). UK readers can buy the
book at the special price of £10.99; call 01832 737525
and quote LB181. Offer ends 30 June 2014.
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Dive into C-Suite
For the finance professional who is looking to find a place round the boardroom table,
leadership acumen and interpersonal skills are as vital as technical expertise
It used to be that hard
work, the ability to crunch
numbers correctly and a
penchant for delving into
details could set you up as
an accounting professional
for life, with a direct line of
sight to the CFO or CEO’s
chair in the not-so-distant
future. However, times
have changed. Along with
technical competency and
work experience, those
aspiring to the C-suite
must seriously consider
developing characteristics
previously regarded as
beneficial but not entirely
essential for the top roles.
‘Technical expertise
enables us to provide quality
services and solutions to
our clients,’ says Tan Theng
Hooi, Deloitte Malaysia’s
country managing partner.
‘But it is the ability to
communicate effectively,
with integrity and openness,
which will help engage and
inspire clients’ confidence.
Tenacity and good judgment
are equally important.’

Tan stresses that while
the workplace today
places a high premium
on technical capabilities,
anyone operating at senior
management level will find
their interpersonal skills
put to the test. ‘A solid
knowledge of leadership
and management skills
is therefore crucial. An
organisation’s success or
failure is highly dependent
on the “people” component,’
he says.
OCBC Bank CEO Jeffrey
Chew offers a different
perspective. ‘Senior
management tends to find
itself at a crossroads when
tackling grey areas,’ he says.
‘When we find a right way
being pitted against another
equally right way, a judgment
call is required – and this is
where we find all those soft
skills being put into practice
in the real world.
‘For instance, a decision
in favour of lower financial
gain in return for higher
staff morale will require
effective communication

THE 10 KEY COMPETENCIES
Every accounting professional needs a little help,
and in the wake of ACCA’s survey of more than 500
CFOs in the course of developing its report, The
complete finance professional 2013, it has unveiled
a new competency framework that lists the 10 key
competencies that finance professionals must have.
These competencies are professionalism and ethics;
governance, risk and control; stakeholder relationship
management; strategy and innovation; leadership
and management; corporate reporting; sustainable
management accounting; financial management; audit
and assurance; and taxation.
Six of the 10 items are directly related to what
has come to be defined within the contemporary
commercial environment as ‘soft skills’.
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to relevant stakeholders,
who need to be convinced
that, in the long run,
the organisation will
benefit more through
improved bottom-line results
and increased shareholder
value.’

Softly, softly
A plethora of technical skills
is required by accounting
professionals – whether
or not they aspire to the
C-suite. But, says Hazurin
Harun, CFO of property
developer Bolton, ‘these
technical skills need to be
complemented with soft
skills in order for them to
contribute meaningfully to
the organisation.
‘At senior level, these
skills become relevant
and very important,’
he adds. ‘The ability to
communicate effectively
internally and externally
is probably the most
important soft skill that any
accounting professional
could have – and
unfortunately, not all of
them have it.’
C-suite veterans
agree on one
thing: while young
professionals
may begin their
careers relying
heavily on technical
competencies, this
changes over time.
Says Chew: ‘As employers,
we look for hard skills in
every one of our new hires
at junior level, but as the
company develops, and they
progress up the corporate
ladder, soft skills begin to
outweigh the hard. There
are other aspects as well,
which will necessitate a

broader range of soft skills
among potential C-suite
candidates. One of these
is an increasingly diverse
workforce.’
Meanwhile, Tan believes
that rapidly changing social,
technological and business
conditions will lead and
shape business models.
This means that, in the
very near future, senior
management will have to
engage Baby Boomers, Gen
X and Gen Y effectively in
order to sustain growth. ‘I
expect senior management
staff to recognise that 80%
of the skill sets required
to run their job functions
are soft skills; the technical
part of their work is already
supplemented by their
subordinates,’ Chew says.
‘At senior level, they have
to critically apply their IQ
and EQ [emotional quotient]
to leadership, be aware of
their shortcomings, and take
steps to overcome these.’
But with the mix of
generations imminent,
friction may be unavoidable.
‘Gen X and Y are not afraid
to voice their opinions,’
Hazurin says. ‘It’s the
way these opinions are
articulated that need softskill application.’

The right blend
These observations point to
a future workplace littered
with soft-skill landmines,
so what are young
accounting professionals
just entering the industry
to do? Chew acknowledges
that accountants have been
traditionally thought of as
lacking in interpersonal
skills. But, he says, ‘I think
the perception is changing.’
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▌▌▌’DON’T BE AFRAID TO FAIL OR MAKE MISTAKES.
LEARN FROM THEM. ASK LOTS OF QUESTIONS AND
ALWAYS ASPIRE TO BE BETTER’
‘Accounting professionals
today are far better off,
soft-skills-wise, due to the
changing demands of the
profession. But we could
perhaps do better in the
way we blend soft skills with
hard ones,’ he adds.
The need to create better
understanding between
people with different skill
sets and training has never
been so urgent. Citing
his own organisation,
Hazurin says: ‘We have
civil engineers, mechanical
and electrical engineers,
project architects, quantity
surveyors, accounting
and finance professionals,
marketing professionals
and legal professionals
– all who need to be able

to understand and be
understood.
‘Communication is of
paramount importance, and
finding a way for these diverse
groups to work cohesively
is akin to finding the “holy
grail” of human capital
management!’ he adds.
Those aspiring to the
C-suite should note the
advice of three who are
already there.
‘I’d like to see initiative,’
remarks Hazurin. ‘Don’t
be afraid to fail or make
mistakes. Learn from them.
Take short courses that
teach you skills; ask lots of
questions, and study how
your superiors articulate
themselves among peers,
subordinates and their

bosses. Learn to speak well;
learn to speak good English,
or Mandarin – and always
aspire to be better.’
Chew believes that good
academic qualifications and
a firm grasp of technical
skills will always be in
demand. ‘But any basic soft
skills are most welcome.
Improve adaptation skills,
and don’t always use the
same approach for different
scenarios. Instead of
running for help, develop
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the ability to solve your
problems independently.’
‘Accounting professionals
need to be more adaptable,’
Tan concludes. ‘To meet the
ever-changing expectations of
the profession, they should
find a balance between
continuously developing
technical and soft skills.
Technical skills are necessary
but they are not sufficient,
and what sets leaders
apart from others is their
drive to continuously learn
and improve themselves.
Understand the choices
you have, set goals and be
responsible for creating the
career you want.’ ■
Majella Gomes, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

The complete finance professional is available at
www.accaglobal.com/ab36
View the Competency Framework at:
competencyframework.accaglobal.com
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Dubai landmark for Council

First ever Middle East meeting for Council sees key decisions taken on ACCA’s
strategy, budget and public interest oversight arrangements
For only the fifth time since
2006, ACCA’s Council
met outside the UK and
Ireland. Following previous
successful meetings and
associated events in Kuala
Lumpur, Beijing, Prague
and Nairobi, March 2014
was the first time the
Council meeting had
ever taken place in the
Middle East.
A number of events
were arranged to coincide
with the landmark Dubai
meeting, including a forum
on integrated reporting held
jointly with Pearl Initiative
(see article on page 38),
a member recognition
ceremony, meetings with key
stakeholders and a dinner
for members of the UAE’s
accounting, business and
academic communities.
A high point of the
visit was the signing of a
partnership agreement with
the UAE Accountants and
Auditors Association (AAA)
(see panel article opposite).
The Council meeting
was preceded by a visit by
the officers and the chief
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executive to Oman and
followed by visits of smaller
Council delegations to other
key markets for ACCA in
the region – Bangladesh,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
These visits provided
opportunities for senior
ACCA representatives to meet
with members, employers
and other key stakeholders in
those countries.
The Council meeting
itself featured discussions
and decisions on a number
of important matters.
Council unanimously
approved ACCA’s strategy
to 2020. Council believes
that the strategy, which
recognises that members
are core to the existence
of ACCA and are at the
heart of everything we
do, will create a vibrant
future for ACCA and
make an even greater
contribution to the
sustainability of the
global economy.
In the shorter term,
Council also approved
the proposed budget
for the organisation for

*

*

*

2014/15. Following a
recommendation from
a group of committee
chairmen, Council also
approved achievement
measure targets put in
place to track ACCA’s
strategic performance in
2014/15.
On a recommendation
from its Governance
Design Committee,
Council approved a
package of changes to
ACCA’s public interest
oversight arrangements.
The changes are designed
to bring about a single
oversight mechanism
for all ACCA’s public
interest functions, with
the existing Regulatory
Board sitting at the heart
of a new unified oversight
structure consisting of a
Qualifications Board, an
Appointments Board and
a Standards Board.

Council agreed to extend
* ACCA
membership to
eight senior accountants
from China, Nigeria and
Singapore, in accordance
with the provisions of
membership regulation
3(f).
Council received
presentations on the
prospects for ACCA in the
UAE and the wider Middle
East, North Africa and
South Asia region.
Council confirmed
Brian McEnery as its
preferred nominee
for vice president
2014/15. (The formal
elections for ACCA’s
officers will take place
at the annual Council
meeting immediately
following the AGM on 18
September 2014.)
Council’s next meeting will
be held in London on 21
June 2014. ■

*

*

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

A special edition of Accounting and Business focusing
on the Middle East and South Asia is available at
www.accaglobal.com/ab
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At an event patronised by
His Excellency Sultan bin
Saeed Al Mansoori, UAE
minister of economy,
the UAE Accountants
and Auditors Association
(AAA) and ACCA
signed a strategic
partnership to support
the government’s drive
to promote a chartered
accountant qualification
for UAE nationals.
The strategic
partnership was signed
by AAA chairman Saif
bin Abed Al Muhairi and
ACCA president Martin
Turner (both pictured
here), and witnessed by
Mohammed Ahmed bin
Abdul Aziz Al Shehhi,
undersecretary at the
UAE ministry of economy.
It builds on a
memorandum of
understanding agreed in
November 2013 between
AAA and ACCA.
As part of the
partnership, the ACCA
Qualification will form the
basis of the new national
chartered accountant
qualification, which
will be internationally
recognised and confer
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Strategic partnership
ACCA Qualification will form the basis of the UAE’s new
national chartered accountant qualification
eligibility for both AAA and
ACCA membership.
AAA and ACCA will also
run joint events.
Al Muhairi said: ‘We
are confident that this
partnership is a milestone
for the profession in UAE.’
Turner said: ‘We look
forward to working closely
with a professional body

which we hold in the highest
regard, to further enhance
the accountancy profession
in the UAE.’
Ahmad Darwish,
chairman of the members’
advisory committee for
ACCA UAE and head of
AAA’s chartered accountants
committee, said: ‘The
excellent qualification

introduced by this
partnership will create
new opportunities for
future generations of
Emiratis, enabling the
UAE to further establish
itself as a leading
financial services hub
with highly qualified,
globally aware finance
professionals.’

◄ FOUNDERS’ DAY

ACCA president Martin Turner
presented awards to the
Members’ Advisory Committee
in the UAE in recognition
of the commitment and the
contribution they have made
as founding members of the
committee at a ceremony held
in Dubai

◄ SRI LANKA VISIT

The participants in a
roundtable discussion held
with the Sri Lanka Association
of Software and Service
Companies (Slasscom) that
took place during a visit to
Sri Lanka held as part of the
Dubai-hosted meeting of
Council last month

▲ WOMEN IN FINANCE

The Dubai ceremony also saw
ACCA chief executive Helen
Brand present Cynthia Corby
FCCA, partner at Deloitte and
member of ACCA’s Members’
Advisory Committee in the
UAE, with an award for leading
ACCA’s women in finance
initiatives
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Elections to Council
Nominations are invited for members to stand for election to Council at the 2014 AGM
As the governing body of
ACCA, Council has a pivotal
role. It has a wide-ranging
remit that includes:
ensuring ACCA operates
in the public interest and
delivers the objectives set
out in its royal charter
setting ACCA’s overall
direction through
regular approval of
ACCA strategy
ensuring governance
structures are aligned to
the effective delivery
of strategy
engaging with members
to explain and promote
ACCA’s strategic direction
acting on behalf of
all members – and
future members
(today’s students)
providing an objective
environment for the
executive team to explore
new ideas or challenges.
Council and the executive
team collaborate to
devise strategy, which
is then approved by
Council. Strategy delivery
is the responsibility
of the executive team,
with Council providing
process governance and
performance management.
Whatever their
geographical or sectoral

*
*
*
*
*
*

bases, Council members
do not represent particular
areas or functions; they are
elected by the membership
as a whole.
Candidates come from all
parts of the world and every
sector of the profession, and
represent a wide range of
senior positions. Long-term
or technical experience is
valuable, but so is proven
ability to participate actively
in strategic decisionmaking. Council experience
is not necessary but an
understanding of good
governance is essential, and
personal and professional
integrity must be of the
highest standard.
Specifically, ACCA
expects members to have:
an ability to take a
strategic and analytical
approach to issues and to
see the big picture
an understanding
of the business and
the marketplace
communication and
networking skills
an ability to interact
with peers and respect
the views of others
decision-making abilities
an ability to act in
an ambassadorial
role in many different

*
*
*
*
*
*

WHY I STOOD
ACCA Council members,
including Dean Westcott,
share their personal
reasons for standing,
how it has benefited
them, and tips for anyone
considering standing.
Find out what they
are by watching the
video at www.accaglobal.
com/ab62
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environments
planning and time
management
a willingness to learn
and develop.
Anyone wishing to stand
must be nominated by at
least 10 other members in
good standing. Candidates
should supply a head-andshoulders photograph and
an election statement of up
to 500 words. They must
also sign declarations of
their willingness to comply
with, and be bound by,
the code of practice for
Council members.
From 2014, candidates
may also produce a
video in support of their
election statements. The

*
*

videos will be posted on a
dedicated section of the
ACCA website, together
with the written statements
and photographs.
Further information on
Council service and the
election process, including
guidance on the production
of election videos and
rules on the use of social
media during the Council
elections, can be obtained
at www.accaglobal.com/
ab62 or by sending an
email to secretariat@
accaglobal.com quoting
‘Council Elections’ in the
subject box.
The closing date for
submitting nominations is
18 June 2014. ■
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ACCA offers MOOC accreditation
A free online course in business that has professional recognition and gives exemption
from Paper F1 will be the first MOOC to emerge from a collaboration with FutureLearn
ACCA is working with
the university partners
of massive open online
course (MOOC) provider
FutureLearn to make
learning content in
accountancy, finance and
business available online
and free of charge.
The first MOOC to
launch as a result of the
collaboration will be called
‘Discovering Business in
Society’, developed by
academics at the University
of Exeter.
Launching this
September, the course is
aimed at anyone interested
in learning the principles
of business, including

prospective undergraduate
students, working
professionals without a
background in business
and anyone interested
in entering the finance
profession and seeking a
route to ACCA membership.
The course will receive
professional accreditation
from ACCA and give
exemption from Paper F1
(Accountant in Business) of
the ACCA Qualification.
Learners who fully
participate and pass
the associated exam
gain the opportunity
to continue onwards to
ACCA membership and a
rewarding career in finance.

Simon Nelson, chief
executive of FutureLearn,
said: ‘Our free online
courses provide a valuable
means of supplementing
professional knowledge, and
also offer learners career
options they might not
previously have considered.’
Professor Robin Mason,
dean of the University of
Exeter Business School,
said: ‘We are very much
looking forward to joining
with ACCA and FutureLearn

to be a part of this new and
exciting opportunity.’
ACCA chief executive
Helen Brand said: ‘ACCA
has led innovation in the
profession, starting with
computer-based exams way
back in 1998. Access to the
accountancy profession is
important to ACCA; one of
our core values is that of
opportunity – enabling those
with ability to become a
finance professional, with or
without a degree.’ ■
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Sign up for the course at http://tinyurl.com/FL-DBS
See also our feature on MOOCs, page 40
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The number of ACCA
offices around the world
has now reached 91,
with the opening of one
in Myanmar. Kyaw Lwin
Oo, deputy director at
Temasek International
College, has been named
head of ACCA Myanmar.
For more, go to www.
accaglobal.com/ab74

ABOUT
ACCA
ACCA is the global
body for professional
accountants.
We aim to offer
business-relevant,
first-choice
qualifications
to people of
application, ability
and ambition around
the world who seek a
rewarding career in
accountancy, finance
and management.
We support our
162,000 members
and 428,000
students throughout
their careers,
providing services
through a network
of 91 offices and
active centres.
www.accaglobal.com
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The accountancy profession
needs a modern, relevant
and up-to-date syllabus
for it to thrive on the global
stage, says ACCA as it
makes another improvement
in its professional
qualification.
A recent report from
global recruitment company
Randstad warned of a
potential future shortfall
of finance professionals
in the UK. ACCA is also
aware of shortfalls
elsewhere in the world,
such as in Indonesia, where
there is ample capacity for
the profession to grow and
to thrive.
Catherine Edwards,
ACCA’s director of
qualifications, said:
‘To meet this capacity
challenge, it is important
that the profession meets
the changing needs of
businesses and other
organisations.
‘Employers regularly

▲ IN DEMAND

Indonesia has a shortfall of
finance professionals

tell us what they need
from the finance function
or the wider accountancy
profession; their feedback
helps ACCA and its partners
develop complete finance
professionals who know all
aspects of the profession
they want to enter.’
ACCA has developed a
number of ‘firsts’ for the
profession, most recently
with the sponsorship of a
massive open online course
(MOOC) on business from
FutureLearn, in partnership

with the University of Exeter
(see page 65).
ACCA has also enhanced
the computer-based
assessment for papers F1 –
Accountant in Business; F2 –
Management Accountant and
F3 – Financial Accounting.
New task-based questions
enable students to tackle
practical problems in a
computer environment, and
are also available for ACCA’s
Foundation level exams,
which are stepping-stones to
the ACCA Qualification.

AUDITS NURTURE TRANSPARENCY
Public audit has a crucial role to play in both preventing
ongoing waste of taxpayer money and boosting society’s
trust and confidence about how governments spend public
money, say the world’s audit chiefs in a new ACCA report.
Breaking out: public audit’s new role in a post-crash world
gathers views from public auditor generals, academics
and policy advisers from Bhutan to Scotland. They offer
reflections about the role of public audit in delivering
accountability and improving public services, especially
at a time when the private sector is increasingly involved
in providing public services.
While emphases differ in the countries represented in
the report, there is a shared view that public audit is a vital check on public spending.
This is reflected in the report’s foreword by the Margaret Hodge MP (pictured), chair
of the UK Public Accounts Committee (PAC), who urges that public audit, and the PAC,
needs to provide effective oversight of the way government spends taxpayers’ money.
The report can be found at www.accaglobal.com/public-sector
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